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Prospective authors may submit traditional print essays, multimodal compositions, or
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If you have general questions about submissions or if you’re a prospective author
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recommendation regarding publication. Prospective authors will be contacted soon
after their work has been reviewed. crosspol will email a return receipt to inform an
author that his or her work has been received and is under consideration.
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1. Submissions should be sent electronically to crosspol.ed@gmail.com.
2. All submissions should include a text and a practical document.
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7. Acceptable submission forms: MS Word or other word processing formats,
webtexts, and texts that include embedded multimedia elements. Images may
be in .jpg, .gif, .png formats. Videos must be submitted as files, not as links to
external sites (e.g., YouTube).
8. Links to external sites may appear only as in-text references or citations in a
works cited list. Web-based examples used to illustrate key ideas or
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be submitted as a file that can be hosted on the crosspol site.
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mapping student responses:
towards alternative testing ideologies
glenn blalock + rich haswell

One important reason for studying and publicizing
student response to tests is to understand the degree to
which they are not being duped by the ideology of the
testing. It is a way to appreciate how smart students really
are.

Mapping Student Responses: Towards Alternative Testing Ideologies
Glenn Blalock + Rich Haswell

‘‘

We should not be surprised to find in 2016 students who are very
shrewd and understanding about the testing situation. They are not
unconscious of the “habitus”: of students pressured into unhealthy
peer competition through a “data wall”; of “I’m writing to fit into a
certain mold that will pass that test”; of “once you’ve learned it, you
can forget all about it after the test.”

First administered in 1977, the New Jersey College Basic Skills Placement
Test was not exactly a vanguard in the history of testing designed to put students
into college writing courses. The California State University English Equivalency
Examination, for example, started up in 1973. But the NJCBSPT may be the first
statewide mandated examination of English proficiency whose examinees, the highschool students required to take it, afterward were asked their opinion of the testing
process. In 1978 John Drakulich, a doctoral candidate at Rutgers University, sent out
questionnaires to over 400 students inquiring if they thought the NJCBSPT and their
placement had been fair. He was surprised to find a contradiction especially
widespread among urban minority students. They tended to believe that the test was
fair but that their placement was not.
Drakulich may or may not have been the first member of the English
profession to systematically inquire into opinion of students about standardized
testing of students, but judging from the paucity of research published in subsequent
years, he certainly has remained one of the few. So the other surprise is why, as
Drakulich put it, “the opinion students have of such testing is rarely sought.” All the
more surprising since the little research that has been conducted almost always
comes up with unexpected findings. The way test-takers construct tests is a treasure
trove for researchers. So why have so few of them explored it?
Consider the three studies in this issue of crosspol. Many writing scholars have
long taken the anti-establishment view that standardized tests measure test-taking
skills rather than writing proficiency, yet the experts will be surprised to discover that
students, as reported in “An Accurate Representation of What?”, are well aware of
this deception. English teachers who tell their students to spend every minute they
can taking the test may be shocked to hear from students in “Writing Habitus of the
First Standards-based Curriculum Cohort” that it is socially embarrassing to finish
last. And “Teaching Tenth Grade English: Student and Teacher Perceptions of
Standardized Testing” documents that students actually agree with test critics who
lament the hardship on teachers spending so much valuable class time teaching to
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the test. These three studies are full of such discoveries. They argue that there is an
abundance of surprises in store for future studies.
One of those surprises might be that the insights of students are not all that
new, as the result of public school experiences during the reign of NCLB. In his
article, “Writing To and Beyond the Test: The Writing Habitus of the First
Standards-Based Curriculum Cohort,” Powell reports on students who “are the first set
of students to undergo twelve years of standards-based education” (with the required sequence
of accountability, high-stakes standardized tests), as a result of the NCLB “reform.”
Powell’s interviewees (and students represented in the other two articles in this issue)
report attitudes “surprisingly” similar to what we learned in 2001 and 2002, before
NCLB, when we collected voluntary responses from 854 students in first semester,
first-year writing courses at Texas A&M University-Corpus Christi. We asked:
• What was the TAAS experience like for you as a student in English classes?
• Describe your activities and feelings as you prepared for these exams, took
them, and learned of the results.
• Overall, was it a good educational experience for you?
• If you didn’t do TAAS, you can write about any standardized test
preparation and testing that you have experienced in school--SAT, AP, etc.
<http://comppile.org/TAAS/>
Most of the students who responded were members of the first cohort of students
affected by the Texas Assessment of Academic Skills, a criterion-referenced testing
regime implemented in 1990. Until 1993, “[t]he TAAS reading, writing, and
mathematics tests were administered in the fall to students in grades 3, 5, 7, 9, and
11” (TEA digest). Beginning in spring of 1993, requirements changed to “require
tests in grades 4, 8, and 10 in writing.” In addition, “[p]assing the exit level tests in
reading, writing, and mathematics at grade 10 was a requirement for
graduation” (TEA digest), a first-time high-stakes requirement for Texas students.
These first TAAS students spent at least 10 of their 12 years of schooling either
taking a standardized test or preparing to take a standardized test, and both
experiences included curricular and pedagogical changes meant to ensure that
students would pass the tests. In effect, these students were a “pilot” cohort,
predecessors of the students we read about in the three studies in this issue.
In 2001, we sampled 280 of the first responses, rating the attitudes they
expressed (positive / negative). We found 63% were completely negative; 15% largely
negative, with a few positive comments; 14% largely positive, with a few negative
comments; and 8% completely positive. Though we did not follow up with further
systematic studies of the responses in the years following 2002, a recent review of
the responses confirms anecdotally, at least, that those percentages from our first
sampling would remain consistent for the full 854 <http://comppile.org/TAAS/
index.html>. Readers who wish to browse this archive of student responses will find
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student views remarkably similar to those reported in the three studies included in
this issue of crosspol.
We should not be surprised to find in 2016 students who are very shrewd
and understanding about the testing situation. They are not unconscious of the
“habitus”: of students pressured into unhealthy peer competition through a “data
wall”; of “I’m writing to fit into a certain mold that will pass that test”; of “once
you’ve learned it, you can forget all about it after the test.” In fact, this generation of
students is actually active in advocating for change, as participants in the "opt-out"
movements taking root in a number of states. Parents and students are organizing to
resist what has seemed to many to be the inevitable dismantling of public education
in favor of private "charter" schools and the change of purpose from authentic
learning to test-taking. Anyone following national news headlines about education
policy, or Fairtest <http://www.fairtest.org/>, or Rethinking Schools <http://
www.rethinkingschools.org/> or Diana Ravitch’s blog <http://dianeravitch.net/>
will find numerous examples of how students, parents, and educators are expressing
their dissatisfaction and acting in organized and overtly political ways. The attitudes
we found in our 2001/02 responses can be seen as precursors for these current acts
of resistance and calls for change that we see in various parts of the country.
One important reason for studying and publicizing student response to tests
is to understand the degree to which they are not being duped by the ideology of the
testing. It is a way to appreciate how smart students really are. Perhaps more
important, these kinds of studies can help us recognize, appreciate, and nurture a
robust alternative to the ideology of testing (which implies an ideology of
“learning”). Consider the contrast between Robert’s views of the purpose of school
(learning) and Lauren’s. Robert sees the testing regime as legitimate and valid because
it is testing what he thinks he is supposed to be learning. He sees these tests as “good
indicators of a student’s abilities because they are so basic in their framework. Simple
prompts and specific guidelines for the essays not only to be a test of writing, but at
the same time, of organization, time management, and ability to follow
instructions” (“An Accurate Representation”). Lauren, on the other hand, reminds us
of the importance of challenging the current approaches to education accountability,
standardization, and high stakes testing, because “ It is incompatible and irrelevant
for the twenty-first century learning experience and environment” (“An Accurate
Representation”). Optimistic educators (aren’t we all?) will hear in Lauren’s view the
challenge we would all want to face, the opportunity to develop meaningful curricula,
learning experiences, and environments that invite students to engage learning
willingly and purposefully.
Perhaps that is why this kind of investigation is done so little and devalued so
much.
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a sneak peek into college writing:
conducting a plagiarism workshop for
high school students
mary-lynn chambers + abigail g. scheg

Yes, the students needed additional information about
college and about research, but most importantly they
needed to see different opportunities that were available
for them after high school.

A Sneak Peek into College Writing: Conducting a Plagiarism Workshop for
High School Students
Mary-Lynn Chambers + Abigail G. Scheg

‘‘

Having the engagement and encouragement of the teachers helped
to validate the purpose and necessity of our visit. It became clear
that it was not only the material that we discussed that was valuable,
but our visit alone was important.

Introduction
In recent academic years, the focus of our pre-term Faculty Institutes has
been increasing admissions and student retention. Every conversation, every
presentation from a different faculty, staff, or administrator, has a tie back to
admissions. Every individual is charged not just with understanding the admissions
process, but becoming an active participant in the process. We were charged with
making calls to high schools, identifying prospective students, becoming more
involved in Open Houses and other recruitment activities, and visiting schools to
strengthen our community ties. Abigail has experience working with admissions and
student services at a number of previous institutions, and she took this charge to
heart. She enjoyed talking to prospective students about the college transition, and
seeing students make that transition from tentative adolescents to strong-willed,
confident adults. During the Spring 2014 semester, Abigail identified English
teachers at local high schools, contacted them, and inquired as to the possibility of
visiting their English classes in order to discuss the college transition, being an
English major, and potential careers for those with baccalaureate degrees in English.
It is important to note that the university, as well as many of the high schools
discussed here, are relatively isolated, geographically. Elizabeth City State University
is the only state-system institution in northeastern North Carolina. The “local”
region includes twenty-one counties, including, but not limited to, the Outer Banks, a
strip of barrier islands off the coast of North Carolina. One of these Outer Banks
high schools is removed from mainstream Outer Banks life. When Abigail initially
made the call to this high school, she was put in touch with a guidance counselor,
who not only welcomed her to make the presentation, but also inquired about a
more significant talk regarding conducting research, formatting research papers, and
plagiarism.
Making the Call
Abigail contacted many local high schools, offering the same service: to talk
to any of their classes about the high school-college transition, and to open the lines
of communication between their high school and our university, should any students
have questions. In contacting one high school, though, Abigail was asked not only to
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talk about these concepts, but also to talk about what it means to do college-level
research (and how research differs between middle/high school to college), as well as
begin a discussion about plagiarism. This request was posed because, according to
the counselor, the students had a hard time understanding the negative repercussions
of plagiarism, or why it was important that they do their own writing rather than rely
on the works of others. As citing researched materials and plagiarism is a core
component to the first-year composition classes that Abigail typically teaches, along
with a few other colleagues, she felt comfortable having this discussion with highschool level writers.
Since this high school was so far away from the university, as well as Abigail’s
own home, the counselor suggested that perhaps she come for an entire day (instead
of just meeting with one class) and talk to students from 8th-12th grade about these
concepts. The students would vary not only in grade level, but in literacy capabilities
from remedial to advanced/honors courses. Therefore, the presentations would need
to be tailored to meet the unique skill sets of each of these student groups. As the
scope and content of this opportunity grew, Abigail realized that it would be best to
invite a colleague to collaborate on this endeavor.
Collaboration
After considering the depth and scope of these presentations, Abigail invited
Mary-Lynn to participate in this high school visit. Mary-Lynn, another writing
instructor at Elizabeth City State University, has experience with technical and
professional writing, composition, and documenting research and plagiarism. Abigail
and Mary-Lynn often taught the same types of classes and materials, but represented
different ways of approaching subject matter, and teaching genre, research, and
plagiarism.
Once they agreed to collaborate on this endeavor, they then determined the
roles that each would play in the presentation. The concepts that would be covered
in this presentation included:
1. The high school to college transition
2. What it means to be an English major
3. What it means to be an English major at ECSU
4. Careers for an English major
5. Research in high school and college
6. Documenting research
7. The issues surrounding plagiarism
Abigail would start by discussing concepts 1-4, the general information about high
school to college, being an English major, and potential careers. Then, Mary-Lynn
would discuss research requirements of college students, appropriate documentation
of research materials, and plagiarism. This breakdown was determined by the unique
experiences of the presenters. Abigail, as previously stated, had experience working
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with admissions and student services, and felt comfortable discussing general college
information and answering any questions that they may have about college life.
Mary-Lynn felt that her strong suit would be in providing information, examples,
and a practice activity for documenting researched materials. As these student classes
grew into an almost full-day workshop, it became clear that the notion of
collaboration between Abigail and Mary-Lynn through alternating roles in the
leadership position during the presentation was the best way to deliver this
information to the students. This appeared to be beneficial for those at the high
school (including students, teachers, and guidance counselors), as well as the most
effective way to handle the large groups and the amount of information requested
from the presenters.
Although the main reason for the workshop was not to promote or advertise
Elizabeth City State University, Abigail and Mary-Lynn’s attendance naturally
represented their home institution. Therefore, both presenters needed to be “on” all
day in terms of the professional presentation, discussions, and ability to answer
questions. For this reason, it was beneficial to both of the presenters to team teach,
and someone to offer an alternate perspective on concepts if questions were to arise.
Also, the size of the groups of students varied, and at one point, there were some
60+ middle school students in attendance, making the presentation (and ensuring
that all were paying attention and completing the activity) much more difficult had
there only been one presenter. Next, we will describe the setting and process of the
presentation in a way that can be adapted for anyone to use.
Connecting
Setting
Before the students entered the meeting area, it was important to create an
atmosphere that would prove to be engaging for the students. Round tables were set
up around the room with four chairs around each table. At the center of each table
there was an offering of pamphlets and booklets that would serve to engage the
students when they first entered the meeting area. Since we were representing the
local university, we decided to put some of our promotional literature in the middle
of the table. Another suggestion could be to provide humorous quotes or
captivating pros or poetry on different colored pieces of paper. The “borrowed”
information should have quotation marks around the words and the source cited at
the end of the material. This should be done in order to provide a good example of
what will be taught during the time together. Also, varied fonts and sizes can also be
implemented so that the students’ interest is piqued. The varied colors will help to
draw the students’ attention to the material, and the mixing of the texts’ fonts and
sizes will provide a further indicator to the students that the material printed on the
sheets of paper is worth further investigation.
The internet will provide a plethora of examples that can be borrowed and
cited on the scattered sheets placed in the middle of the table. Choose a theme that
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is relevant to the group of students with whom you will be meeting, then search the
internet for famous quotes connected to that theme. The group of students we met
with knew they were coming to a presentation on plagiarism that would help to
prepare them for college writing. We could have easily chosen a theme of “college
preparation” or “composition in the college classroom” or “college anxiety” or “best
things about college.” Any of these themes typed into a search engine under the
guidance of “famous quotes” will provide some material for the sheets on the center
of the table. For example, Mary-Lynn utilized the Martin Luther King Jr. quote,
“Intelligence plus character—that is the goal of true education” (see an example of a
set of quotes in the following teaching artifact).
It is also helpful to provide paper and pencils for each student. We wanted
the students to be able to engage in the activities we had planned, but we also wanted
them to be able to write down any principles we were going to be offering so that
they could take the information with them. A handout can certainly be a helpful
resource for the students, but we felt that engaging the students through writing,
reading, listening, and discussing was important, so the blank sheets of paper and
writing utensils provided the students with easy access to a note taking option. The
blank sheets of paper were stacked with the pencils on top of the stack to indicate to
the students that they would be used later. The scattered sheets of colored papers
and pamphlets were more readily available for the students’ perusal, and as the
students entered the meeting area and sat down, many of them reached for the
scattered material and began to glance over it.
There were also some other ways we created a space that would engage the
students and these included the books on display at the front of the room, a
PowerPoint slide that provided an informative introduction to the topic of
plagiarism, and our names written clearly on the whiteboard that dominated the wall
at the front of the room. The books we chose to display were academic books that
would provide examples of citations and work cited pages. One book we selected
was specific to us as presenters because it was written by Abigail, and in one of the
chapters Abigail cited Mary-Lynn. This particular reference helped the students to
see that the authors of these academic books are real. It also provided further
illustrations regarding how to cite borrowed material, and why it is important to the
author that their material be cited correctly. This, of course, can be done with any
textbook, but if there is a personal connection that can be referenced in the teaching
time, then this will help to make an even stronger connection for the students. Also,
the first slide in your PowerPoint presentation should catch the students’ attention.
Bright colors, bold font, engaging pictures, thought provoking message, or a
rhetorical question are just a few of the suggestions that could fill that first slide (see
examples in the teaching artifact). We projected the slide from our laptop onto the
center of the whiteboard, leaving the left hand side of the whiteboard for our names
and contact information and the right hand side of the whiteboard for space where
we could write as needed during the presentation.
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Meeting the Students
Establishing a warm and inviting setting includes the arrangement of
furniture, material on the tables, and what is displayed, but nothing replaces a
genuine smile and enthusiastic greeting when the students enter the room.
Encourage the students to find a seat, consider the material on the colored sheets,
and glance over any pamphlets provided. If you have an opportunity, learn a few of
their names, or provide name tags so that you can reference the students by name. If
the facility allows, there might be music playing in the background. Many high school
students find the topics of college, composition, and plagiarism intimidating, so the
more you can put them at ease, the better your hour together will go. Also, if you
have the luxury of partnering with another colleague for your presentation, then
your ability to meet, introduce yourself, and initiate engagement with the students
will increase. We discovered that our own banter and more casual interaction with
each other during the presentation proved to create a more engaging atmosphere for
the students, as well as modeled our willingness to laugh, consider new ideas, and
interact with any of their questions.
Securing Teacher Support
Over the course of the day, we met with five different student groups. The
first group to come to us arrived just after the school announcements ended. The
students shuffled in, dropped their book bags on the floor beside their chairs, and
awkwardly tried to avoid eye contact with us. We encouraged the students to
consider the material we provided for them, then we looked around for a teacher
who was ultimately responsible for this group of students. It quickly became
apparent that the teacher viewed this hour as “time off ” and we needed to better
engage the students and teachers the moment they walked into the room. In order to
avoid an absentee teacher during this presentation time, we discovered that catching
the teacher before he or she slipped to the lounge was vital. Letting the teacher know
that you view this as a partnership will only enhance the outcome from the hour you
spend with the students. We encouraged the teachers to help guide our conversation,
and ask any questions that represented their class(es) to help contextualize our
materials even more. When the teacher knows that you are there to help them reach
their goal of educating their students, then it will be easier to engage the teacher in
the presentation. Plus, if there are any behavioral issues during the hour you spend
with the students, it is helpful to have a familiar authority figure present and reading
to respond.
Our second group of the morning was much more interactive, and it was
apparent that one reason for their attentiveness to the material being presented was
because their teacher was very engaged in the process of discovery and supported
our intent to help the students better understand the importance of avoiding
plagiarism. One suggestion that will help to secure teacher support is to meet the
teacher at the door of the room and let them know your intent to include them in
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the presentation, whether it is through questions asked or confirmation sought. This
can best be done by thanking them for the opportunity to interact with their students
and by indicating the importance you place on their role as their teacher and the
value they will bring to the overall experience for the students. You can certainly do
this verbally, but if you have any particular expectations that you have for the
teachers, then it might be helpful to give the teacher an outline of the hour, and on
the outline indicate where you will be looking for their input or support. If the
teacher has a written outline in hand, then it will be better understood that this is not
a break for them, but rather an opportunity for them to glean from your expertise or
insights.
Presentation
Introduction
We decided that we would alternate sections as co-presenters, and this began
with each of us introducing ourselves to the group, then one of us enthusiastically
introducing the subject of plagiarism. We chose to do this by asking the students to
write down on the piece of paper in front of them three things they are good at
doing. Then Mary-Lynn went around the room and asked each of the students to
share one of the three things they had written down. The intent was to discover
some interests, ideas, or activities that if “stolen” would upset or anger the students.
In each group of students it was easy to find a few examples, whether it was a secret
recipe they created that would make them millions, a shot that they took that won
the game, or a novel they hoped one day to write; each of the examples had
ownership, and each of the examples could potentially provide them with money,
power, fame, or a better future. When asked how they felt if someone else made
millions off a recipe they created, or if someone else took credit for a shot that
would earn them a scholarship or a novel that would launch their writing career,
most of them indicated anger, frustration, hurt, or disappointment.
Once the students understood what it meant to have something that was
theirs “stolen” from them because they did not receive credit, then Abigail picked up
her book with her name on the cover, and shared with them how important it is to
her that she receives credit when someone borrows material from her book. Abigail
explained that the words and ideas in the book are hers, and that her promotion and
tenure is partially based on the work she put into writing the book. She helped the
students see that there is a real person behind the writing of the words, and that the
person wants and often needs to receive credit for the work he or she has done. To
drive the point home, Abigail then opened her textbook and showed how she
referenced Mary-Lynn in one of the chapters, and how that was important for MaryLynn to have her name referenced because the reference adds to her academic ethos.
It is certainly helpful to have a personal example of academic material that
needs to be referenced correctly when borrowing it, but if you do not have a
personal example, then we would suggest including a picture of a famous author in
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your PowerPoint slides and display that picture of the author while you are holding
up their book. Help the students understand that there is a real person behind the
reference, and that the person does not want their ideas “stolen,” but they want to
receive credit for what they have written. If you can choose an author that would be
familiar to the students, then that would be even better.
Table Activity
To help instill the need for properly quoting and citing material, we moved
on to a table activity. Our next few PowerPoint slides provided some famous quotes.
With each slide we asked the students to identify the speaker of the quote. Please
note that when you are putting together this section, consider your audience. If you
are working with honor students, your quotes might be more academically based. If
you have a group of freshmen, you might want to stick with famous lines from more
recent movies or sports figures. Another way you could begin this activity would be
to ask the group to share a famous quote they know, then see if anyone in the class
can identify who said the famous quote. Often the students will default to famous
quotes from history like “I have a dream.” Whichever avenue you take, the goal is to
settle on one quote that all the students can write down on their sheet of paper.
While they are writing down the quote, you need to write down the same quote on
the whiteboard.
Once all the students have the words from the quote written on the paper in
front of them, ask the students to discuss at the table how these words can be
identified as a quote and how the speaker can be credited for the words. Give them a
minute to discuss it amongst themselves, then ask for a few tables to share their
findings. Eventually, you will want to illustrate the proper MLA or APA way to cite
the source by writing a signal phrase, quotation marks, and parenthetical citation on
the whiteboard. At this point, my suggestion would be to stick with the citation
format that is most commonly used with your group of students. An older or more
academically advanced group of students will require more detailed teaching at this
point. In other words, a group of middle school students might not be ready for a
detailed lesson on proper MLA format of a works cited page, but they do need to
learn the value of a signal phrase that includes a noun and verb and that introduces a
quote. For example, Dr. Martin Luther King once exclaimed, “I have a dream!”
Group Discussion
At this point we found it beneficial to lead a class discussion. We asked the
students why they believe it is important that these quotes have a name connected
with them. We asked, if a name had never been mentioned in connection with the
quote, would they have been aware of the person who said the words in the first
place. Then we asked for them to share some other ways in which we borrow
material and do not give credit to the person who wrote it in the first place. This is
where the students must recognize that work copied and pasted from the internet,
without proper citation, is plagiarism. Also, work done by someone else, like a friend
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or parent, is plagiarism because they are presenting it as their own work when it is
not.
If you can elicit examples from the students, it is more effective, but if the
students are unable to come up with examples of plagiarism, make sure that you
cover examples during this section of the presentation. It might be helpful to have a
PowerPoint slide that summarizes the different ways to plagiarize once the discussion
on the topic has been exhausted. Depending on your time, you can develop this
discussion section by making a game of it. Put an example of plagiarism (or nonplagiarism) up on a PowerPoint slide and get the students to raise their hands if they
think it is plagiarism. See how confident they are in their judgment calls concerning
plagiarism.
In regards to the college transition, some of the groups engaged in spirited
discussion and inquiry. These students had no idea as to the possibilities of college,
or the possibilities of being an English major. They were fascinated to hear about the
work that Abigail and Mary-Lynn do in terms of their teaching, research, and
service. Several students stayed after in each section to ask additional questions and
touch base with the presenter that they related with more. A group of middle school
students even asked Abigail if they could email her to find out daily creative writing
prompts that she gives to her college courses. And one very memorable young
woman stayed after just so that she could introduce herself and say thank you for the
presentation. These individual interactions proved to be among the most interesting
and meaningful conversations of the day.
Other Activities
It is our recommendation that you change up the activity about every five to
ten minutes. So, depending on the time you have available, you might need to add in
a few more activities. Here are some suggestions to help build in variety to your
presentation.
1. Put reference books on each of the tables. Ask the students to partner
for this activity. Do a source search with the students and see who finds
the source in the reference section first. Try to have a source from a
variety of books, so that each table is eventually able to share a finding.
2. Have the students pair up and write their own quotes. Then ask them to
cite the quote correctly with both names. This activity will help
demonstrate how to cite with multiple authors.
3. Provide a handout or PowerPoint slide with both MLA and APA
citations. Get them to identify or count up which citations are MLA and
which are APA. This can be presented in a game format where they see
how fast they can identify them or how accurate they are in identify the
correct category.
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4. If the students have access to the internet via phones or other devices,
have them do their own search for a famous quote, then have them look
up online resources that will guide them in the process of correctly citing
the source. These resources can also be provided for them in a handout.
The goal is to keep them fully engaged in the process, and in order to that, a variety
of activities are often a key.
Follow Up
At the conclusion of each group, the teachers stopped to thank us for
visiting the school and for preparing the presentation for their students. The high
school English teacher, in particular, was delighted to have his students experience
the perspective of other English teachers in order to show them that the concepts he
discusses in class really do extend past that course, that semester, and even past their
high school experience. Having the engagement and encouragement of the teachers
helped to validate the purpose and necessity of our visit. It became clear that it was
not only the material that we discussed that was valuable, but our visit alone was
important. Yes, the students needed additional information about college and about
research, but most importantly they needed to see different opportunities that were
available for them after high school.
The counselor who facilitated the workshop was especially grateful for the
materials and for the visit in general. She even stated that having college professors
visit and talk about college writing and plagiarism was on her “bucket list.” As the
day concluded, we left with a standing invitation to the school to visit, participate in
their College Fair day, and hold additional workshops on writing and research. We
even suggested that if they wanted a workshop from a faculty member in another
department (such as a science faculty member to talk about writing lab reports), we
would help to facilitate a meeting and collaboration of another subject.
Conclusion
Overall, this collaborative effort was a great success. Strengthening the lines
of communication with one of our local high schools will help our institutional goals
of recruitment, as well as our departmental growth. However, this visit was
motivated by more than just recruitment; it was about demonstrating the need for
continuous education and self-improvement. This experience was a fascinating
collaboration between a university and a local high school which led Abigail and
Mary-Lynn to consider offering similar workshops at other local schools. Conducting
plagiarism workshops at local high schools proves to be a beneficial experience for
all individuals involved.
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A Plagiarism Workshop for High School Students
Teaching Artifact
Mary-Lynn Chambers + Abigail G. Scheg

Concepts Covered During Presentation

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

The high school to college transition
What it means to be an English major
What it means to be an English major at ECSU
Careers for an English major
Research in high school and college
Documenting research
The issues surrounding plagiarism

Education Quotes with Citations

I.

Benjamin Franklin once said, “An investment in knowledge always pays the best
interest” (“Humorous Quotes about Education/Learning”).
“Humorous Quotes about Education/Learning” Working Humor, n.d. Web. 4
Oct 2014.

II. Groucho Marx offered this insight regarding education when he shared, “I find
television very educational. The minute somebody turns it on, I go to the library and
read a good book” (“Funny Education Quotes”).
“Funny Education Quotes.” Grinning Planet, 2014. Web. 4 Oct 2014.
III. Jeff Foxworthy provides a laugh when he reveals that “You may be a redneck if . . . you
have spent more on your pickup truck than on your education” (“Funny Education
Quotes”).
“Funny Education Quotes.” Grinning Planet, 2014. Web. 4 Oct 2014.
IV. Andy McIntyre, a famous writer, suggested, “If you think education is expensive, try
ignorance!” (“Education Costs”).
“Education Costs.” Grinning Planet, 2014. Web. 4 Oct 2014.
First PowerPoint Slide
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Plagiarism Game
Instructions – raise your hand if you think that this is plagiarism.
1. Hearing some information from the history channel, and including that information in
your paper that you submit for a grade without mentioning the history channel as your
source. (Yes is it plagiarism)
2. Using a quote in one of your papers that is from the president’s speech and beginning
that quote by explaining where you heard it and who said it. (A signal phrase keeps it
from becoming plagiarized material)
3. Your brother wrote a paper on the same topic as the paper you are writing, so you
borrow some of his information and include it in your paper. (You are stealing your
brother’s work, and that is plagiarism).
4. You find a really good quote that you want to include in your paper and your mother
helps you paraphrase it, and reminds you that you need to use a parenthetical citation at
the end of the borrowed material. (Someone can help you paraphrase, but you must
include the citation)
5. You find three good ideas that you think will work in your paper, so you include them in
your paper. (It is plagiarism if you don’t identify the source)
6. Writing a paper with borrowed information but not included a works cited (reference)
page at the end of the paper. (Yes, that is plagiarism because the reader can’t find the
sources used)
Written Outline for the Teacher
I. Introduction
II. Student Activity: Write down three things you are good at doing. (Engage the students
on their emotion if their idea or activity was stolen.)
III. Principle Taught: real person behind the writings we “borrow” and that person needs to
receive credit for what they have written.
IV. Student Activity: Who said it? How can we identify it as a quote?
V. Principle Taught: signal phrase, quotation marks, parenthetical citation
VI. Student Activity: Why does a name have to be connected to the quote? Would you
know the person’s name? What are some ways we borrow material? (Optional:
Plagiarism Game)
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writing together: the experiences of a
college writing center helping
high school writers
david elder + hannah hecht + mallory sea

[T]he discussions with the [high school] teachers before
and after the writing center session are what give me
information about high school writers that help me
continue to shape my pedagogy.

Writing Together: The Experiences of a College Writing Center
Helping High School Writers
David Elder + Hannah Hecht + Mallory Sea

‘‘

I now focus the first week or two on what they learned in high
school, how they learned it, what they did or didn’t like about the
way they were taught, and what they’re expecting from a college
education in general and my writing class in particular. I try to resist
the idea that it’s going to be wholesale different in college by
teaching them how to adapt their high school practices into college
practices.

About three years ago, my colleagues in the Writing department, the
librarians from [our small, liberal arts school] and Writing faculty and librarians from
the local community college and a cross-town private, liberal arts school, started
working with English and writing teachers from the three local high schools. The
collaboration started when the head of media services from the school district got all
of us together with a large group of high school English teachers. Together, we
planned a half-day teacher in-service training day. We decided to name the in-service
“Common Ground” and the purpose was to reach an understanding of how writing
and research were taught at our respected levels.
The planning group set up the agenda: we sat together and commented on
and graded papers from both levels and discussed the results; we looked at
assignment sheets and rubrics at both levels to see what the high school teachers
should be working toward and what the college teachers need to change about our
courses based on what we should expect from high school writers when they get to
college; and we held a Q&A panel that included college writing teachers, librarians,
and local students who attended the high schools who were now in one of the local
colleges. The high school English teachers asked the students the majority of the
questions. The in-service was a huge success, and both sides of the high school/
college divide left feeling like we had things to change about our teaching in order to
better accommodate our newly found, much more realistic expectations about the
writing we should be requiring or that we should expect from our students.
Since the in-service, our Writing Center has been working with the local high
schools in any way we could. But before we started to work more directly with the
high schools, the teachers, and the students, we needed to figure out how it had been
done in the past and how we needed to work with the high schools going forward.
We wanted to work with the local high schools, and we wanted to continue
collaborating with [the community college] and [the other liberal arts school] because
our combined resources could much better help the high school teachers and their
students.
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Combining resources made a lot of sense for us. Many colleges and
universities around the U.S. have started working with high schools and high school
students, but many of those schools are much larger than the one where I work.
John Tinker (2006) and the Stanford Writing center have been working for a few
years to make connections between university and high school writing centers. Harry
Denny has tried to cultivate online experiences for college writing consultants to help
high school writers. The Salt Lake City Community College has an amazing outreach
program to help underserved populations and high school students in their
community. All of these programs have shown how success works in their
communities and situations. However, the communities and programs are all
different, and their ideas about how collaborating with high schools can work are
only partially transferrable. The experiences I’ve had working with high school
writers and seeing the way the writing center staff has responded to high school
writers has been much more important to me than the theory behind what we’re
doing.
Writing centers have been theorized as collaborative spaces since always. One
of the trends that has been inspiring to me has been the collaboration among local
centers. The collaboration between the writing Centers at James Madison University
and Longwood University, both in Virginia, that Jared Featherstone and Kristen
Welch outline in their 2012 article is a great model for how writing centers can
benefit from outside collaboration. In fact, the other writing center directors in town
and I have started not only doing site visits but also collaborating and using our
centers as sites for dialogue between peer and professional consultants. Because the
other Writing Centers in town are also part of the common ground initiative and are
also working with high school students, this dialogue has increased our awareness of
how to best help the high school students and high school teachers.
Another influential piece for the way we have approached the common
ground initiative is Harry Denny’s article in the Writing Lab Newsletter, titled
“Confessions of First-Time Virtual Collaborators: When College Tutors Mentor
High School Students in Cyberspace,” was formative in the way I approached the
relationships with high school writers. We haven’t yet attempted anything in
cyberspace, but his pilot program showed me the importance of the in-person
interaction. The biggest criticism Denny had of his project was that “the teacher
reported that the students often did not understand the tutors’ comments, so she
wound up needing to translate our comments as well as produce her own evaluations
and response to her students’ writing.’” The benefit I see in actually transporting the
writing center to the high school is that the comments from the consultants can be
questioned and explained immediately.
In addition, Denny makes the point that in the online context and with the
tutors being from the “UNIVERSITY,” the high school students viewed the tutors
“as service workers whose trade involved transmitting intellectual capital. Failure to
learn was a product of bad service, not of the dialectic, interaction, or context.” I
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argue that the online nature of these interactions were responsible for this failure.
The high school students would, of course, be conditioned to think this based on the
one-way flow of information. Student sends paper. Someone, out in the ether,
comments on the paper. Student reads comments expecting to learn something from
the mystical “authority” who magically made comments appear on their paper. I
certainly don’t want this to sound like a wholesale discrediting of online tutoring: I
think it’s incredibly valuable, but some of the untrue yet prevalent stereotypes of
power relationships in tutoring seem to have been upheld in this instance. Not only
were the students told that someone in college (a.k.a, a place of higher learning that
the students were still aspiring toward), were going to be commenting on their
papers, they were given a situation where the flow of information was in one, and
only one, direction—from the tutor to the high school student. Add to all this the
fact that the tutors responses were difficult to understand, and you’ve got a situation
where many goals of a writing center are undermined.
It was for all these reasons that I decided that my center’s interactions with
high school writers would be all in-person. I wanted the high school students to be
able to question and ask for clarification, and I wanted my consultants to have the
opportunity to show their humanity and explain their comments. These interactions
have been fruitful for both the consultants and the students. Many of the peer
consultants in my center are secondary education majors, in English, biology,
chemistry, among others, and they appreciate the opportunity to get more one on
one interaction with high school students and a chance to see (and help them with)
writing at the high school level. They all have many opportunities in practicum
experiences to practice lesson plans and interacting with a whole class, but this
setting gives them a way to connect with the students outside the classroom and get
to know individual high school personalities. It helps them set expectations for their
eventual career, but more importantly for their current situations, it helps them
understand the level of writing they see from first semester students.
Another reason I wanted our visits to be on-site is because I think this type
of interaction shows a bigger commitment to the high school teachers. I’m not
downplaying the importance of online interactions, but the amount of planning that
goes into a site visit, along with recruiting available consultants, driving across town,
and taking an afternoon or morning away from campus, purely dedicated to helping
high school writers, has helped me form relationships with teachers and
administrators in the school systems makes them and me more willing to interact and
collaborate further. As John Tinker notes about his collaboration between the
Stanford writing center and the high schools with which he worked, “What we have
learned . . . is that the more collaborative the relationship between secondary schools
and universities is, the more likely it is to succeed” (89). I wanted to create
relationships with the high schools and the teachers so we would all be more willing
to collaborate. I work with three of the same teachers every year, with a librarian
liaison at one school and a district-wide administrator who help recruit new teachers
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to work with, and a growing number of teachers I’ve worked with once who hope to
continue working with the writing center in the future. Often, the discussions with
the teachers before and after the writing center session are what give me information
about high school writers that help me continue to shape my pedagogy.
And these on-site interactions have not only helped the high school teachers,
they’ve really helped my writing center staff. Last semester, one of the peer
consultants in the Writing Center worked at the assistant director. The following
section is what she had to say about working with high school students.
Hannah’s Story
One of the main things that I’ve learned about writing centers, after being
involved with the one on our campus for the past three years, is that across the
nation, we really strive to be a lot more than just a tutoring, or to use that word that I
know will make you all cringe, an editing service. Throughout this conference and the
many local ones staged across the country every year, there are hundreds of
examples of ways that a writing center can go above and beyond the basic tutoring
service. At [out school] one of our main ways of doing that is through our
collaboration with the local high schools.
Our writing center has a total staff of twelve, including both student and
faculty consultants. With the resources that we have, we have been able to offer three
different services to area English teachers. In the past we have brought high school
students to campus and worked with them in small groups, we have set up a “mobile
writing center” in the library of a local high school for a day, and we have gone into
English classes to talk to the students about college writing.
Each of these options is a really good way to give back to the community.
According to the U.S. Department of Education, the average class size in American
secondary schools is about twenty-four students. Across the board, teachers at the
high school level lament their inability to work with students one-on-one, and budget
cuts make it sure that the problem is not going away any time soon. The teachers
that we have worked with assure us that even one or two collaborative events per
year can go a long way toward helping high school students improve their writing
and prepare for college.
Last March our writing center hosted an event where we brought multiple
senior honors English classes onto the Morningside campus for a workshopping day.
The students were getting started with their final research papers, so they brought
their topic, some preliminary research, and an outline to structure the paper. We took
the students in shifts; one group would go to our college library to learn out research
strategies while another one would work in a campus conference room with our
writing consultants. Each consultant took a group of two to four students. For most
of the students, this was going to be the first time they had ever written a ten page
research paper, so they benefitted from the organizational help that our tutors could
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give them. The workshop also gave the students an opportunity to talk through and
refine their argument to make sure that they had a loose idea before they began the
tedious process of actually writing the paper.
I found during this workshop that most of the students really knew what
they were talking about and had some awesome ideas about how to approach their
research topics. Their main issue was knowing how to go from the step of “here are
all of my ideas” to getting them down on paper in a sequence that makes sense. It
seemed to me that the students enjoyed a chance to get away from their high school
for a couple hours and to get an opinion from a skilled peer, rather than from the
same teacher that they had worked with all semester.
In the past, our writing center has also put on events where we go into the
high schools and set up a workshop in the library. In addition, we’re planning an
event for this semester where our writing consultants will go into the high school
English classrooms to talk with the students about writing at the college level.
Collaboration with local high schools takes some of the load off of
overworked teachers for a day and improves student writing, but it also has benefits
for the writing center consultants and the college as a whole. The college has the
opportunity to host a huge group of high schoolers, which, from an admissions
standpoint, is a huge plus. And, for me, these high school events have helped me to
better relate to freshmen who are making the transition from high school to college
writing. The workshops have even helped boost business in our Writing Center,
serving as a gateway for some high schoolers to continue bringing their work on
campus.
This semester, I have moved up to an administrative role through an
internship as the assistant director of our writing center. And through that role, I’ve
kind of switched from just “Hey, we’re doing a high school workshop at this time, so
you should show up” to actually organizing the events themselves. Last year, our
Morningside Center hosted the Iowa Writing Center Consortium, and I met a lot of
ambitious student administrators who wanted to find events and initiatives that they
could spearhead. A high school workshop is a really good chance for a student
writing center administrator to set up an event that has the potential to make a big
mark on the community.
As a leader in a lot of different student groups, I’ve found that I’m really
skilled at getting things done around campus. But, lately, I’ve been kind of concerned
with whether those skills will transfer to the real world. Setting up these events with
the local high schools has forced me to get out of my small, liberal arts school
bubble and communicate with real adults and leaders in the community. The
collaborative workshops can give student administrators real experience getting out
of their comfort zone and organizing an event out in the community.
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Back to David
No matter how much these visits help my consultants, the student writers,
and the high school teachers, very selfishly, they have been incredibly helpful to me
as a teacher. I’ve learned some terrifying effects of No Child Left Behind and core
standards curriculum. But let me take a step back for a minute. One of the things I
hate most about my job is telling people I’ve just met what I do. As soon as the
words “I teach writing” are out of my mouth, inevitably, the person I’m talking to
laments the state of young writers and they place the blame squarely on the
shoulders of high schools. And even among faculty, I hear the same refrain: why
aren’t these kids learning how to write in high school? I have always resisted that
narrative (especially because I was an incredibly resistant student in high school,
myself), but ever since working with high school teachers and students, I have a
rebuttal for those folks. At the original common ground in-service and after, I have
seen the material and curricular hurdles these teachers have to overcome. The
biggest problem the teachers have communicated is that state and national standards
have made failing a student nigh impossible. It looks so bad for school funding when
a student fails, administrations have put so much paperwork and so many hoops
between teachers and failing grades that teachers can barely do the amount of work
necessary to fail someone. So, students can make it through high school without ever
writing a paper and still get something approaching a C in the class. Our high school
teachers aren’t to blame for the fact that some students can’t write; our education
system is to blame.
In fact, I was surprised how similar the high school pedagogy was to my
own, and to my colleagues’. Even within the state and federal standards, they are
teaching process oriented composing with an eye toward critical thinking. They have
students write research questions and project proposals. They do peer review and
comment on as many drafts as they can. But that’s the big problem: they’re teaching a
hundred students, and they teach those students every day, Monday through Friday.
Often without adequate resources in the library or in the form of research databases
to give students good instruction in research skills. Plus, if we think we have it bad
because we have to teach “required” courses, try dealing with students who are
legally required to be in class who know they can’t fail.
One of the administrators at [our school] likes to say, “It’s not like there’s a
cocoon that all high school seniors enter at the beginning of summer, emerging at
the end with new wings as a college student.” I agree wholeheartedly. But it’s not just
the students who are the same. Many of the high school teachers I work with are
teaching writing very similarly to how many of us teach it in college, and they (like
us) teach it very well. Additionally, my colleagues in the Writing and Rhetoric
department and I are conducting a longitudinal study of writing transfer, and we ask
students where they learned certain writing practices. They don’t learn the skills
during their first or second semesters in college in our required comp courses; the
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majority of them report that they learned their writing process, how to structure a
paper, how to research, and how to cite sources in high school.
This has forced me to change my approach to my teaching and to my writing
center work. In my teaching, I now focus the first week or two on what they learned
in high school, how they learned it, what they did or didn’t like about the way they
were taught, and what they’re expecting from a college education in general and my
writing class in particular. I try to resist the idea that it’s going to be wholesale
different in college by teaching them how to adapt their high school practices into
college practices. As for my writing center work, I have tried as much as I can to
make collaboration with the high schools a central mission of the center. We are
privileged to have the resources to fund a writing center, and if we can assist these
overworked high school teachers in their efforts, I see it as our duty to do so.
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Problems from the Perspective of a Future Teacher
and Local High School Graduate
Teaching Artifact
Mallory Sea
I’ve been working in our writing center since I was a freshman, and I’ve had
the opportunity to be a part of the workshops we do with high school students, both
off and on campus. As far as my work with the local high schools goes, I can offer a
different kind of perspective, both as a future educator and as a graduate of one of
the local high schools. I went to my old high school with our writing center and saw
the writing process in a completely different light. While all of my experiences with
the local high schools were very enjoyable, I encountered a few problems and I feel
that my position being on both sides of the coin in these settings gives me some
insight on how to deal with them.
Problem 1: Understanding Indifferent Writers
When I walked through the halls of my old high school I was more than
excited to help students with their writing. I felt like this was my opportunity to give
back to the community that helped me get to where I am today. Within the first few
minutes of my first writing consultation I realized that these students were less than
enthusiastic about working with a writing consultant, even if she shared some
common ground. While at the time I was disappointed that some of these students
were indifferent to my suggestions, I can now place myself in their position. I think I
forgot that some high school students have a different mindset about their
education; some feel as if they are being forced to be in school while in college it’s
completely the student’s choice. Since college students have the option of coming to
the writing center if they desire help, the writers I have assisted at the college level
have been a bit more eager to transform their papers. I feel that some high school
students might not fully appreciate what a different perspective might have to offer
when their chance to approach the writing center on their own terms is taken away.
In my own experience with local high schools, an unenthusiastic consultation
is perhaps the most difficult problem to combat; some high school students just
simply don’t want to accept help. However, there’s still hope! Most students do not
deny help outright and so it is still possible to have an effective consultation with the
right preparation. For me, it comes back to the source of the problem: choice. If
these students are required to work with a college writer, they have every right to feel
as if their freedom of choice has been taken away. We need to find a way to give that
back. Rather than telling students how to fix a paper, give them options and ideas
and let them decide what is best for their paper. While I’m not saying that giving
students choice is the one and only way to combat unenthusiastic consultations,
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educational researcher Barbra McCombs, among others, believe that students are
more engaged in their learning when they feel as if they have some control over their
education. With choice in mind, I’ve found that my consultations with high school
students are more exciting and productive and I would definitely recommend
incorporating this as much as possible into consultations at the high school level.
Problem 2: Recognizing Credibility Issues
In some cases, students are apprehensive of working with college students,
not because they are indifferent to writing, but because they don’t have confidence in
the abilities of writing consultants. I was a decent writer in high school myself, and
looking back on my experiences I now realize that I was that student who didn’t want
to work with external authorities because I thought I knew just as much as they did.
So what does the research tell us about working with high school students who think
they have a thing or two to offer the specialists? Unfortunately there’s no
straightforward answer. Professor Joe Martin, famous for his work as an educator
motivator, believes that credibility is built over time as students learn to appreciate an
educator’s expertise. Because we are educators too, right? We all strive to teach our
fellow students something about writing so that they can gain that sense of
confident autonomy in the future. However, there’s a big difference between
educators and writing consultants: they have an entire semester to gain the confidence
of their students while we might only have a half hour. If we can’t change the amount
of time we spend with consultees, we must find a way to forge these positive
relationships almost immediately if we hope to have an effective writing
consultation.
I have found that the best way to do this is to uncover some common
ground. It is widely known in the world of politics that if you can establish
commonality, people are more receptive to what you have to say. This concept
applies in an educational setting as well! When you find those similarities in an
attempt to build some sort of relationship, a student realizes that you aren’t so
different. Some students are simply more outgoing and are willing to strike up a
conversation; others are more reserved. I find with high school students that it is
almost always the writing consultant who must take that first step to establish some
kind of relationship. Share something personal. Tell a joke! For most consultations at
the high school level I think you’ll find that establishing positive connections initially
will reduce the probability of credibility issues that go along with student
uncertainties.
Problem 3: Aligning Consultations with Teacher Guidelines
Some high school students are completely engaged and willing to participate
in the writing process, but that doesn’t mean that the consultation will be smooth
and straightforward. I’ve found that aligning a consultation with teacher expectations
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is a lot harder at the high school level. At our college I have previous knowledge and
experience to go off of; I have either taken the class myself or seen the assignment
enough times to understand what a professor wants. Mainly with the high schools I
didn’t attend, it’s hard to get a firm grasp on what the teacher wants, especially when
some high school students have a hard time understanding themselves. In addition, it
appears as if some students want to present their papers in a certain way because
that’s what their teacher wants to see. I have heard of high school teachers who want
to introduce APA or MLA formatting but show their students something slightly
different or outdated. When I address these errors, students typically want to keep
their citations in the style that their teacher showed them, even if it’s different from
the correct formatting used today.
It’s quite the dilemma. As a consultant, it is my job to help students learn
correct formatting, but it is also important that students meet teacher guidelines. As
a student from one of these high schools, I can personally say that it is frustrating
having someone come in and tell you that your paper, while it follows your teacher’s
instructions, is actually wrong in some way! My solution to this problem is still a
work in progress. If your writing center ever plans on working with local high
schools, I would suggest that you have the teacher create a list of guidelines or
expectations ahead of time so that you can have this with you at the consultations.
While simple in theory, this saves a lot of time and frustration for the writer, the
teacher, and the consultant. With the specific problem outlined above, I always try to
stay within parameters set by the teacher, and if time allows, I show students
alternative ways to correctly cite a paper in APA or MLA format.
Problem 4: Dealing with Time Constraints
That brings us to our final problem: time constraints. As a general rule, it’s
hard to fit everything into a consultation. At the college level, you have less students
to work with, so there’s a bit more time to sit with the student, get a general
understanding of teacher expectations, and really work through a good portion of a
paper. This becomes problematic in high schools when a consultant tries to fit in
multiple consultations in a short timeframe with students who have less writing
experience and need a lot more personal attention to achieve the same kind of
results. I have been a part of two different styles of consultations with local high
school students, and I feel that one is a bit more conducive to learning when
considering the time restraints. In one type of consultation, I worked individually
with students for about twenty minutes on a paper, gave as many suggestions as I
could, and then let the student make changes as I went on to help the next student.
In the most rudimentary form, this is what we do at the college level as well; we look
through a portion of the paper with students, identify recurring problems, and then
offer suggestions as to how to fix the problem so that the student can identify this
problem and fix it in the rest of the paper. However, I find this to be much more
difficult and time consuming at the high school level; for many of these students, it
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might be the first time they even identify these errors, so fixing them with a
consultant is more beneficial. As a general rule it’s better to spend more time
scaffolding with these students and building a strong foundation to work off of so
that they can feel more confident of their writing in the future.
While pedagogues and cognitive psychologists alike believe that this
scaffolding is crucial for student understanding, it’s an unrealistic task in the amount
of time we typically share with high school students. My solution: the second style of
writing consultation I have been a part of. In this other type of consultation, I
worked with about 5 students simultaneously on one facet of their paper. At the time
this happened to be the thesis statement, but I imagine that this could be geared
towards any component of writing (for example, parenthetical citations, reference
pages, writing a conclusion, etc.). With high school students I have found this to be
much more time efficient and beneficial to student learning. Because I was working
with a higher number of students, I had more time to spend with one group before
switching to another group. This was really beneficial because I only had to explain
the way I write a thesis statement once, and then each student could take that
information and apply it to his or her own specific paper. In this case, I noticed that
the knowledge became less unidirectional; students were coming up with multiple
thesis statements, questions, and ideas. When students were satisfied with their thesis
statements, they even started helping each other, making this experience more of a writing
workshop than anything else. I personally prefer this to individual consultations with
high school students because I can spend more time with students who need more
assistance. This makes better use of my time and every student’s time.
While this type of writing consultation only focuses on one facet of the
essay, I can confidently say that each student walked away with a working thesis
statement (if not two or three) that they could use as a concrete foundation for the
rest of their paper. If you are considering working with local high schools, I urge you
to experiment with this type of writing workshop, even if the concept seems a bit
foreign. I’ve experienced firsthand how this saves time, and both you and the writer
will reap the benefits.
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teaching tenth grade english:
student and teacher perceptions of
standardized testing
norma denae dibrell

Our students trust their teachers. They trust us to teach
them what they need to know in college and in their
future. I feel as though the standardized tests that
pressure us don’t allow us to fully do that.

Teaching Tenth Grade English:
Student and Teacher Perceptions of Standardized Testing
Norma Denae Dibrell

‘‘

One of my students, David, described English teachers as the
“people who help students understand language, ideas, and words,
which is how everything from math or science to engineering is
built.”

Standardized test scores are on my mind as much as lesson planning, student
relationships, and classroom management. As a tenth grade English teacher, one of
my main goals for my students is for them to all pass the STAAR (the standardized
test in Texas). If they don’t pass the tenth grade English exam, they have to take
summer school remedial courses and possibly lose time in an elective class each
semester for tutoring until they pass. If they don’t pass the test, they don’t receive
their high school diploma, even if they pass all of their classes. Needless to say,
passing the test is one of the main goals I have for my students. My school
administration has also prioritized the test because the test data is one of the primary
ways used to measure growth and success by student, by school, and by district.
In this project, I have tried to gain a better understanding of how my
students see standardized testing so that I can adjust how I teach and how I present
standardized exams. I want to teach my students so many things, as I’m sure all
teachers do, and I want to do it in a way that makes my students feel successful and
challenged.
I entered this project thinking that my students all see the test as basically a
gatekeeper for college and English teachers as basically people who teach them how
to pass the test. I have learned so much over the course of the past few months. My
students have pleasantly surprised me by telling me that English teachers are here to
guide them to be prepared for writing in their futures. One of my students, David,
described English teachers as the “people who help students understand language,
ideas, and words, which is how everything from math or science to engineering is
built.” Unfortunately, standardized testing may get in the way of this happening and
keep some students from truly engaging with reading and writing in a meaningful
way.
Background
Students
Just to give a brief overview of my students, I’d like to describe the school
environment. My school is primarily composed of ELL (English Language Learner)
students. Many of my students have told me that English is their most difficult or
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least favorite subject just because they do not feel comfortable in speaking English,
much less reading or writing it. My students almost all speak Spanish at home and as
a first and preferred language.
Testing
The standardized test that tenth graders take in Texas (STAAR EOC English
II) is composed of about four parts: revising and editing (grammar, punctuation,
varied syntax, diction, sentence/paragraph organization, etc), reading comprehension
(author purpose, theme, tone, conflict, characterization, etc), short response writing
(making inferences based on text), and a persuasive essay. Students have five hours to
complete the test. Students who are ELL may have additional time, access to a
bilingual dictionary, or permission to seek clarification of words or phrases. This test
covers reading and writing in a very formulaic and structured way. The students
know what will be test and what they will be expected to write. They just don’t know
what the stories will be or what their writing prompts will be.
Methods and Procedures for Student Interviews
I asked three of my top three students if they were interested in participating
in a two month long interview series. The students were in no way randomized. They
are all my students. They are 15-16 years old and in the tenth grade. The students
were excited to have their voices heard in this project, and their parents/guardians
agreed to have them share their opinions publicly.
I interviewed two of my students three separate times in my classroom. I
asked them different questions that built on what they had previously shared with
me. One student only attended one interview session. All three students were present
for that interview. I typed what they said. My computer screen was available to them
if they want to know what I typed or wanted me to repeat what they said.
Student Perspectives
Student Backgrounds
Samantha Bermudez: “I’ve always considered education to be an important
part of life; English has always been my favorite subject. I’d like to attend college in
the UK or Canada. I think that standardized testing is something we have to change
because it takes away the meaning of learning when you replace someone’s mindset
with one that seeks to just attain a number.”
Nora Colunga: “My favorite subject is math; I plan to become a neurologist.
My parents have always pushed me to get above an A, and if I didn’t they would be
disappointed in me. I feel like with standardized testing now in place, school isn’t
about learning, it’s more about memorizing than learning. And once you’ve learned
it, you can forget all about it after the test.”
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David Padron: “I want to be a cardiovascular surgeon. My favorite subject is
science. My first language is Spanish, for my parents as well. So when we first came
here when I was four, it was really hard for them to help me with my homework. I
consider myself to be fluent in English although I sometimes have a hard time with
proper grammar and phrasing. Standardized testing has forced schools to prepare
students for a specific test and not knowledge that is needed in the real world.”
Interviews
Question: What is the point of standardized testing?
Answer: Samantha Bermudez
“[Our teachers] always told us standardized writing tests are to measure how
we’re doing in terms of score in order to teach us and see if they need to make any
adjustments to what they’re teaching us. I think personally they just want to see how
you write and where you stand.”
Answer: Nora Colunga
“I think it’s just to test whether your writing is good enough to pass on to the
next grade. “Good enough” is defined by people who score the test because they
have more experience.”
Answer: David Padron
“Standardized testing puts to the test only the skills a student acquires in the
classroom and only for a few hours. It also puts pressure on teachers, which may
affect the way they teach. Their jobs depend on grades, and the pressure may get to
them. The students aren’t the only ones suffering. Sometimes they think the teacher
is being too hard on them, but in reality the system is being too hard on the teachers.
Sometimes, for some students, having the test on their mind blocks out any other
information that they have learned.”
Teacher Reflection
This student feedback also says to me that our students, at least some of
them, know that standardized testing pressures students and teachers and blame it
for the lack of flexibility that some English teachers are able to provide in an English
classrooms. Our students trust their teachers. They trust us to teach them what they
need to know in college and in their future. I feel as though the standardized tests
that pressure us don’t allow us to fully do that.
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Question: How have your teachers prepared you for the English standardized tests?
Answer: Samantha Bermudez
“There is not exactly a way to study for an English test. There is no solid way
to prepare for English. You can know your terms, but if you aren’t familiar with
English, you won’t know what’s going on. It’s not a question of whether or not
you’re skillful at the language but what the questions are asking you for. For the first
semester of English class, there is not as much pressure. But now, I’ve noticed for all
classes, it’s more: you learned different units at first, now let’s learn a few more then
spend the rest of the time reviewing. The STAAR, the second semester, changes my
way of thinking. It becomes more about scores than what I’m really getting out of
the class. It becomes less about sharpening my skills and more about sharpening my
STAAR skills”
Answer: Nora Colunga
“[To study for] the actual multiple choice, we use packets of stories and
practice questions. When it comes to writing the actual essay, [the teacher] give[s] us
prompts to better enhance and feedback so we know what we did wrong and what
can do to get better. It’s all about memorization, nowadays, once you take the test,
you forget everything you learned.”
Teacher Reflection
To me, as a teacher, this says that we do need some system to measure what
students have learned, but it should be based on their personal growth goal. Each of
my students have such different goals and such different abilities, why judge them all
based on how well they can write a persuasive essay? Granted, I agree that my
students all do need critical thinking skills, reading comprehension skills, and writing
skills, our current system does not allow for each student to be creative in their own
way to prepare them for their own future. The current systems we have in place like
the STAAR, the SAT, the ACT, and other standardized tests are simply not working.
They measure how well you can take those tests and how well you know that specific
material. But there are so many students who have shown growth as writers, as
readers, as students, and as English speakers that those tests will never show, and the
students know that. So how can we keep confident, eager learners in classrooms that
are part of a system that isn’t made for them?
The system is currently made for students who have spoken English their
whole lives and who read at a tenth grade reading level. I’m not saying that that
should not be the standard, but the reality is that many of my students are not yet at
that level because of the language barrier. Just because some students will not end
this year speaking, reading, and writing at a perfect tenth grade English level does not
mean that they are failures or that they have not improved from a 3rd to 8th grade
reading level, which is tremendous. Sitting down for five hours to read over four
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short stories, answer fifty-two multiple choice questions, write two short responses
and an essay is difficult even for students who speak English as a first language; I can
only imagine the exhaustion and frustration that ELL students face. I do agree that
the test is not extremely difficult or that students at the expected level should fail it.
We need to realize that not all students are at that level for many different reasons,
and we need some way to measure progress that is made for all students.
Question: What do you think is the point of an English class and what have you learned in
yours?”
Answer: Samantha Bermudez
“[Teachers] teach you the different styles of writing- persuasive, expository,
and examples of what’s good, and grammar, which is really important. It’s also weird
because there is a certain level of writing that is considered wrong, but since you’ve
reached a certain score, whether or not you capture the reader’s attention depends on
the reader. What this English class is for, is to expand what you know about the
language. This class is meant for people who speak at least a middle school level of
English. To develop your own style of English. For others, it’s just to know the
language. What teachers imply, is for you to know the language. But personally, I
think it’s to develop a style of English.”
“When I was younger, they just said “write a page” and you don’t have to
worry about it. There was no format. Testing molds us to write that even outside of
school, you still use that format and it really limits what you can say. After learning all
of the guidelines, you start to write that way even outside of school.”
Answer: Nora Colunga
“In the real world, you will have to write. You need to learn. I feel that
English class is preparing you for the types of writing you will need to write in order
to appear more professional in what you’re doing. English is a very broad language
that is one of the major language in business. It’s important to be able to speak it
well, that’s what English teacher wants us to do—to speak it well, and write it well, or
else.”
Answer: David Padron
“The role of an English teacher in my life is to properly show me the use of
grammar and vocabulary in my everyday life. Everybody needs reading and writing
for their future; it’s involved anywhere. I want to be a cardiovascular surgeon. I’m
going to have to communicate to a bunch of people while working in a hospital.
Learning to write formal emails with proper use of grammar and language is
necessary in order to communicate important information.
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I am learning new words and the ability to write a persuasive essay, which
helps me because in the future, when I am trying to gain a higher position, I will
need to convince my employer that I am worthy by elevated diction.”
Teacher Reflection
Aside from acknowledging that English II is meant for English speakers, my
students also emphasize the importance of prescriptive grammar. This may be my
fault for emphasizing grammar rules and norms in class too often. Nora and David
clearly see English as important to communication, but not necessarily because of
the ideas or the arguments or the analysis they make, rather the vocabulary and the
grammar. As their teacher, this makes me think about what I should be doing to
emphasize the importance of writing as a form of learning and thinking, not just a
set of rules used when communicating.
Overall Teacher Reflection on Student Perceptions
My students are brilliant and more aware and insightful than I was in the
tenth grade. They brought to my attention that our students realize that standardized
testing is stressful not just for students but for teachers as well. What message is that
sending to them? I’m not quite sure, but I can say that it is negative.
Overall, our students are incredibly perceptive. They know that they need to
pass these tests to graduate and that their English teachers have a lot to teach them.
They also know that high school English classes, at least in this community, are
designed for students who are already fluent in English, which is an entirely different
issue. The fact that our student are aware of this makes us as teachers even more
responsible for how we talk about standardized tests and how we present them.
What Does This Mean for Students in the Long Run?
Students are no longer pushed to think outside of the box. Creativity,
personal experience, voice, style, and all of the beautiful and interesting things that
sparked my interest in English and kept me going through college are no where to be
found on a standardized test prep curriculum. I have often gone off the curriculum
and taught objectives in what I felt was a more meaningful way. I have used Tupac
poems, song lyrics, president speeches, and editorials in class to allow my students to
engage more deeply with the material. I have used the persuasive essay, which my
students learned for the first time in my class, as an introduction to argumentation.
We have read arguments and practiced making thoughtful and educated ones. To me,
this allows my students to be prepared for the test and to also take valuable skills out
of my classroom.
So why teach to the test, or in PC terms, why teach the skills that the
students need to have to prepared for the test? Well, for a couple of reasons. First
off, I know all of my students are capable of passing the test. And I know that they
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need to in order to graduate. I want what’s best for them, and graduating high school
is definitely on that list. Secondly, I like teaching high school English. And if part of
that is to prepare students for this test, then prepare them I must. I have just made a
conscience decision to teach in a way that makes my students aware of their
environment, their community, and themselves, which is not in the curriculum or on
the test.
Concluding Thoughts
Before I entered the classroom as a teacher, I had just graduate from college
and was still fully immersed in the dialogue of my senior-level rhetoric and
composition writing courses. I planned on teaching argumentation and writing as
conversation and dialogue. My class motto was “Writing is Leadership;” I wanted
each student to feel empowered by words and feel like their voice mattered. I wanted
my students to string together their stories and for us to engage in rich and
thoughtful conversation about literature and our personal experiences. And then I
started teaching, and I realized that my students, while intelligent and passionate and
capable, are not college graduates with English degrees. Only I am. Because of the
many different layers of being a high school English teacher, despite my daily desire
to channel Jim Corder in my classroom, it has proven to be difficult. Corder wrote
about learning to use English with love and understanding and how we are each
human narratives and our words should be used to share our stories with others
(Corder). As much as I still try to implement this approach with socratic seminars
and class discussions, I also have learned that writing is a means of communication
that will, at least in a high school classroom, have to be used under very strict
confines, set forth by a teacher or supervisor, not just to learn about others or to
understand.
This is where I think Writing About Writing (WAW) can play a crucial role in
high school English classrooms. The WAW approach to teaching allows is somewhat
constructivist in that it allows to students to pull from what they already know to
make connections with texts and use writing as a means of making these
connections. WAW makes students more aware writing and how to transfer ideas and
skills from their writing courses to other courses. It guides students and helps them
see writing as a process and texts as conversations that their writing can contribute
to. This approach would allow high school students to prepare for the writing and
critical thinking portions of the test while also allowing them to constantly reflect on
themselves as writers and writing itself.
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Useful Assignment
Teaching Artifact
Norma Denae Dibrell

I have officially been a high school English teacher since August 2014. The
one assignment that I am thankful for and that I will continue to use is the post-essay
reflection. Inspired by Downs and Wardle’s reflective prompts in Writing About
Writing, the assignment asks students to look at their audience, look at themselves as
writers, and dive into why they wrote what they wrote.
By having students reflect on what they have written, regardless of why they
wrote it, they can at the very least begin to analyze themselves as writers. They can
wonder why they used specific words and what their intentions were with those
words. This way, students can be prepping for the standardized test and learning the
skills they need to be successful on the exam, but they are also taking it a step further
and really engaging with the text they have written and why they wrote it.
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an accurate representation of what?:
student perceptions of standardized
writing assessment
kristen getchell + lindsay illich

Most of our students challenged the SAT structure and
format and demonstrated a significant distrust of written
assessment of writing, something they are still harboring
as first-year college students.

An Accurate Representation of What?:
Student Perceptions of Standardized Writing Assessment
Kristen Getchell + Lindsay Illitch

‘‘

Pick at random any study of the testing of writing published in the
last twenty years. What are the chances that it will investigate how
students are affected by the testing? Test construction, yes. Test
administration, yes. Test results, yes. Test impingement on student
minds and lives, rarely (Haswell, WPA-L, March 24, 2014).

What do students talk about when they talk about testing? Since the debate
over the SAT writing section has entered mainstream media, discussing testing has
become a door for us (and we suspect, other writing teachers), a door opening up
conversations about relevant and timely issues in writing studies with our students.
We talk about what constitutes good writing, which leads to discussions of rhetorical
situations. We talk about how tests like AP and SAT are scored and the problems
with machine-scoring; we mention text-attributes. And what we found is that
students have stories to tell about the testing culture they have experienced. At our
institution, many our students self-identify as poor test-takers and feel that
standardized tests such as the MCAS Massachusetts State tests or NY Regents exams
and the SAT and ACT tests are poor representations of their ability to succeed in the
classroom. Despite this, about 86% of our students take the SAT Writing exam, by
far the most widely taken standardized test for our incoming students. Our incoming
average GPA for enrolled students for Fall 2014 is a 2.8, with an average SAT verbal
of 471 and SAT writing score of 470. Approximately 22% of our student body are
enrolled in a fee-for-service program for language-based learning disabilities, and, of
the remaining population, approximately 8% have registered for accommodations
with our disability services office that may include extended time on tests and
quizzes.
In our study, students wrote a diagnostic essay–a regular feature of the firstyear writing course to spot-check placement–and a reflection on the diagnostic essay.
The activities together serve as a sequence of activities aimed at encouraging
reflection and critical evaluation of previous writing assessment. The assignments
also helped us extend a line of inquiry related to student perceptions of assessment.
We found that students have much to say about their own perceptions of the
adequacy of the test to measure their writing ability–something they often refer to as
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“fairness.” Further, they point to what they believe are deficiencies in the structure,
format, and content of the testing experience as a test of writing. However, while
there are certainly trends in their responses, students’ understanding of the construct
of the test is varied, and their consideration of the influences, consequences, and/or
decisions being made about the test are not explicit or sustained.
Context
Haswell was right about the scantiness of literature attending to student
perceptions of assessment. Kathleen Blake Yancey’s landmark 1999 “Looking Back
As We Look Forward: Historicizing Writing Assessment” asked readers to consider
the “role of the person/al” and to consider “what (else) might we learn from writing
assessment,” inviting researchers to ask more questions along these lines (484-485).
She understands these “humane and ethical” dimensions as the most significant in
the history of assessment over the last fifty years, yet few studies have taken up
Yancey’s charge to further study. Albertson and Martwitz analyzed testing artifacts,
including prewriting, to document how students negotiated a timed proficiency exam
required of all students before enrolling in upper level courses, extending arguments
about timed writing tests as inadequate measures of students’ writing processes.
However, Albertson’s and Martwitz’s study focused narrowly on pre-writing artifacts
and the test to draw conclusions, without students’ accounts of their writing
processes to answer questions about students’ relationship to writing assessment.
Also, the study didn’t address the effects of the tests or how students experienced it.
Petersen’s “‘This Test Makes No Freaking Sense’: Criticism, Confusion, and
Frustration in Timed Writing” similarly analyzes the assessment artifacts of his
institution’s timed writing portion of the junior portfolio. In this study, some
students resisted the prompt, evidenced in the text of their responses to the prompt.
While some resistance was covert, others overtly challenged the test’s assumptions
(thus the titular quote from a student’s marginalia) and challenged the relevancy of
the test.
To extend this line of inquiry, we used writing test assessment as the topic
for the diagnostic reading, as well as added a reflection on the diagnostic essay. In the
diagnostic essay (see teaching artifact 1), students were asked to read and respond to an
article by Joanna Weiss in the Boston Globe titled “The Man Who Killed the SAT
Essay,” which summarizes the research of Les Perelman at MIT on machine-grading
(or robo-grading in Perelman’s words) that exposes critical inadequacies with the
algorithms designed to “grade” the writing section of the SAT. Specifically, students
were asked to read the article and first summarize the main points in 1-2 paragraphs,
and respond to the ideas in the article by citing their own opinions or experiences.
The assignment prompt explains in both the beginning and the end of the prompt
that this will serve as a way for instructors to plan for the course.
The reflection on the diagnostic essay (see teaching artifact 2) was developed in
response to two concerns. First, the Boston Globe article was a new text for diagnostic
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essay, and we were interested in getting student perceptions of the article and of the
diagnostic assignment itself. Second, we were interested in providing a space for
students to respond honestly to the diagnostic experience. We hoped that by asking
students about their experience with the diagnostic, we were inviting them into a
conversation about assessment and encouraging them to see writing assessment as a
complicated act that should be open to their own critical perspectives. We planned
for the reflective assignment to serve as a transition between the diagnostic essay and
their first major essay (the literacy narrative), and we hoped it would allow students
an opportunity to express their ideas, feelings, and frustrations with their experiences
with writing evaluation. Our goal was that these writing episodes would all work in
concert to create space for a conversation in the course about literacy development
and writing assessment.
In the following section, we will provide examples of student responses to
these two assignments to illustrate students perceptions of standardized tests like the
SAT as a measure of ability—writing or otherwise—and their views on the
appropriateness of the instruments used in these types of tests.
A Comfort Zone
One of the categories that emerged from student writing was repeated
discussion of perceptions of tests and whether or not they adequately addressed
what it was purporting to measure (in some educational testing circles referred to as
“face validity”). There was a range of opinions about whether the test seemed to
measure what it was supposed to assess. However, among our students, there was
also some disagreement about what exactly the test intended to measure or was
supposed to show about them as writers, students, or individuals.
We’ll start with Robert, who found that both the SAT and later the diagnostic
essay assignment were good representations of his writing. In response to The
Boston Globe article, he characterizes what he views as Perelman’s argument about
the SAT as “absurd considering that the Essay is not meant to evaluate a student’s
life experiences or opinions” but instead “to gauge a student’s ability to organize
their thoughts and display the abilities they were meant to be learning in twelve years
of schooling. The essay shows that a student can express their thoughts and develop
a written piece while following a prompt.” Robert’s confidence is welcome and
something we see only occasionally in our first-year writers, but he is supporting an
argument against one of Perelman’s criticisms of the SAT, that the prompts do not
encourage students to provide actual, real world knowledge. In his disagreement with
Perelman, Robert is also indicating what he believes the SAT is supposed to measure
—specifically, organization and expression of thoughts and a student’s ability to
follow a prompt. To Robert, those seem to be important elements of writing
process; therefore, the SAT is an appropriate test.
In his reflection, Robert writes that the diagnostic, with “ a specific prompt
and a time limit,” put him in his “comfort zone for writing.” It is because of this
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comfort with the testing format that he believes that the diagnostic was “an
appropriate diagnostic tool for [his] abilities.” Robert continued his support of
standardized testing, including our essay prompt in this category, because these types
of test are “good indicators of a student’s abilities because they are so basic in their
framework. Simple prompts and specific guidelines for the essays not only to be a
test of writing, but at the same time, of organization, time management, and ability
to follow instructions.” Again, we see Robert willing to defend the defining
characteristic of a standardized test: the standardization. In his mind, clarity and
simplicity are equal to fairness. Robert also admitted that it was under these
circumstances that he feels most comfortable as a writer, using his own experience to
support his claim.
While Robert does not quite make it to the point of explaining the decisions
being made on behalf of the test score, he does make a clear connection between
format of the test and the criteria that are being examined. The majority of the rest
of the class, unfortunately, would disagree with Robert. Many of our students
extracted and agreed with several of Perelman’s major issues with the SAT as
outlined in the reading: prompts that support empty speech, lack of time for prewriting and invention, and the context for scoring which paints a harried and
underpaid scoring staff.
Good Writing Takes Time
As we reviewed our student responses, we found that the most frequent
complaint about the SAT was with the amount of time students were given to
complete the test. When students address time constraints, they did so in interesting
ways. Two students discussed time constraints extensively in both the diagnostic
essay and the diagnostic reflection. When they did so, time became a lens through
which ideas became things to be found, and further, that information from outside
sources were also figured as things, so when one student wrote about needing more
time, she meant not only time to access ideas in her mind but also time to access
information from outside sources. Emma wrote about time constraints inhibiting her
ability to “gather” thoughts to be displayed: “with only twenty-five minutes to gather
your thoughts and put them down on paper in an essay format, it is difficult to put
your best work on the table.” She goes on to describe her frustration: “I have felt
pressured and rushed during the essay portion. When writing an essay, I need time to
think my thoughts through and come up with good ideas to write about. I feel that
writing an essay in only twenty five minutes makes me rush my thoughts and that it is
not my best work.” In an interesting reversal of the Ginsberg phrase “first thought,
best thought,” Emma here is a pearl diver, going down into the depths of her brain
to “come up” with good ideas, an accomplishment that takes time. The ideas aren’t
readily or easily available to her. Like a set of lost keys, her ideas need to be found.
In her reflection, she picks up the “gathering” metaphor again, but this time
pushes it further to include outside sources as well as her own ideas: “I like having
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the time to gather my thoughts and look up information to support my answer.”
Here, the time constraint is conflated with another constraint of the timed-writing
environment: no outside sources can be consulted. If writing is figured as a Burkean
parlor where writers join in the conversation, what happens when you’re talking to
yourself in a mirror? Though this isn’t an issue related to time constraints, this
student sees a relationship between the two, especially given the cultural metaphor of
ideas as things (Lakoff and Johnson 10). If it takes time to locate my own (even in
my head), then it stands to reason that it also takes time to find others’ ideas (in the
form of sources). This idea is further articulated later in the reflection: “I would have
had more time to look for quotes and find out more information about the topic.
When writing papers I like to have enough information to thoroughly support my
answer and have enough evidence to prove a point.” Here, again, “information”
comes from inside and outside the writer.
Emma’s diagnostic also reflected somewhat mechanistic ideas about process.
Specifically, she wrote that not having prior knowledge of the topic made getting
started difficult. Here, invention is figured as an engine that needs to warm before
taking off. Writing “cold,” without “knowing what you’re writing about before the
test,” like sight reading music for musicians, represents the most challenging kind of
writing: “You have no knowledge of the topic beforehand and it may be challenging
to think of good points to back up your reasoning.” In this case, Emma is identifying
the issue of empty responses as an issue of time constraint, not necessarily a
deficiency with the prompt itself. She takes specific issue with Perelman’s point that
SAT essays seem to be scored largely based on length: “Grading someone based on
how long their essay is, is not accurate and it is unfair to other students. One could
ramble on about the topic making it sounds like they know what they are talking
about, when in fact they do not.” For Emma, longer essays are not better essays.
For Kelsey, the better you are at writing, the faster you can do it: “I have
never been a good at writing, let alone a good, fast writer.” In this figuration, the
speed at which a task can be executed is related to how well you can execute a task.
In other words, there’s not-so-good, slow writers, good, average speed writers, and
good, fast writers. She goes on to suggest that time necessary can be segmented into
smaller tasks: “In order for me to write an essay, I need time to think and plan ahead,
like all of my teachers have taught me to do. Now, this testing is taking away these
tools I have been taught by not allowing me time to do so.” That is, writing as
mechanized process that takes time at each station in the factory line to assemble the
end product. Kelsey’s quote reflects a quasi-process pedagogy, one that itself has
become at the same time Fordian and rickety (even reified). In her reflection, she
suggests that time constraints mean that she has to take shortcuts, skipping necessary
steps in the manufacturing process: “I was rushed and forced to write quickly
without being able to plan my essay out in advanced [sic]. I was unable to make a
structured thought with details and examples because I did not have time for it.”
How could she do well when necessary steps couldn’t be executed? Her assertions
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about the test, however, were supported by her score, which she describes as
“decent” and “average,” but not a good representation of her ability.
Structural Flaws: Empty Prompts Beget Empty Prose
Despite the fact that time was the most frequent culprit cited as students
explained the perceived inappropriateness of the test as a measure of their writing
ability, other students presented complicated responses to other aspects of the test.
Sara, for example, expressed concerns in her diagnostic similar to many students who
found that time was an issue. She also identified problems with accuracy of scoring
when she writes about a section of the article that explains how many SAT scorers
often feel rushed when evaluating an essay: “It is not fair to the grader to have to
rush their readings because they have so many more ahead of them to analyze. That
just causes stress and will affect the grading of the upcoming essay.” While she
identified problems with the “fairness” of the scoring, she does so in a way that
questions whether the process is fair to the reader/scorer, not the student test takers
themselves.
Sara did point to what she believed to be a strength of the SAT and other
standardized tests: the perceived emphasis on the five-paragraph essay to evaluate
student writing. She writes, “One small point that I disagree with Perelman about is
getting rid of the five paragraph essay. I personally believe that it is an effective way
to get young people to write. It organizes their thoughts and teaches them what
components they need to write a basic paper.” While Sara considered this a “small
point,” it is actually very important that students consider the format of their
response to be one that is a good representation of their writing. She does concede
later on, however, that “as [students] get older, there definitely should be more to
their writing than just five basic paragraphs.” Sara, while she has respect for the
classic organization of the five-paragraph essay and clearly sees a place for it, wants
us to know that she doesn’t see this as the only form. Instead, the five-paragraph
essay has provided scaffolding for young writers—perhaps this is what Robert refers
to when he refers to the SAT structure as his “comfort zone.” Further, she feels that
as students mature, they should grow out of this “basic” format to more complex
structures.
In her reflection, Sara explains that she felt that the diagnostic represented
her writing well because she was asked to express her own ideas and she was able to
relate to the essay prompt with her own experiences. She contrasts her experience
with the diagnostic to a test that she did not perceive to be a good representation of
her writing, The Massachusetts Comprehensive Assessment System (MCAS) test.
While she felt that she had enough time to complete the essays for the MCAS, she
found them “tedious and redundant.” As she explains, “There would be prompts
about the most random topics with only a limited amount of pages to write on. I feel
like these types of questions were okay to answer for earlier years, but as we got
older it would be nice if there was one relatable topic to write about for the whole
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day.” Here Sara’s sentiment echoes Perelman’s argument: she is asking for writing
prompts that are relatable and writing prompts that matter. In her estimation, it is
this type of prompt that is important in eliciting good writing from students who are
transitioning to college.
Allison also identified issues with the writing prompts and was less forgiving
of the SAT and other standardized writing tests. She expressed her doubts at the
adequacy of the SAT by characterizing the SAT as part of the larger category of
standardized testing. She writes in her diagnostic: “Standardized testing in all forms,
the SAT, the ACT, is not the best way to judge a student’s ability or intelligence. I feel
these are simply testing the student on what the creator of the test thinks is
important.” Allison feels that this test is not one that is only meant to measure
writing, but, broadly, ability and intelligence. Questioning the value of the test
creator, she is speaking to the perceived arbitrary nature of the test and goes on to
illustrate this point further a few paragraphs later: “Sure we all learned about white
dwarfs and red stars, and the composition of various rocks, and various other pieces
of knowledge, but these tests are designed to trick up, to be deceiving.” Allison views
the SAT as not just failing to do a good job of testing writing skill, but something
more nefarious, a test that is meant to trick students. Allison’s willingness to up the
ante, so to speak, when it comes to her perceptions of the SAT demonstrate her
willingness to allow her own experiences to support an argument not made by
Perelman or the author Weiss, in the article for the diagnostic. She deftly uses
Perelman’s argument related to subject matter to support her own understanding of
what the test makers are doing when creating the SAT essay test.
Both Allison and Sara challenge the prompt as a way to demonstrate that the
type of writing produced by the SAT test—often decontextualized, empty prose—is
a result of the test itself. In a sense, they are arguing that the College Board is getting
exactly the type of writing they are asking for with their test.
A Broken System with Real World Consequences
While Allison and others managed to classify the SAT as part of a larger
category of standardized tests, Lauren’s response to the diagnostic essay and the
reflection demonstrated an understanding of how these tests had higher stakes
involved than just a demonstration of writing ability. Her response was unique in its
awareness of the position of the SAT within a complex system of education, one
where decisions are being made that come to bear on a student’s future.
Lauren first worked to establish her ethos on the topic: “I have extensive
experiences with writing evaluations throughout my academic career. I have
previously taken the New York State Regents exams which have included document
based questions (DBQs), other standardized tests, the writing assessment, and etc.”
From this experience, Lauren identified issues with the SAT characterizing the test as
“an outdated, overly standardized, overemphasized, overly competitive, and unfair
measure in determining college readiness in students for the twenty-first century.”
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For Lauren, the SAT is less about specific writing abilities and more about overall
academic preparedness for college. Her perceptions of the test do not rest merely on
the unfairness of the test to represent her “readiness,” but on its perceived lack of
adaptation to the changing educational landscape: “ It is incompatible and irrelevant
for the twenty-first century learning experience and environment.” Lauren even goes
further to say that the lack of alignment with the SAT and the learning objectives of
the twenty-first century are a “a missed opportunity to take into account a
comprehensive and complete scope of students’ individual (academic) experiences
and potential to learn.” Much like Sara, Lauren identifies a lack of assessment of
individual learning experiences, ideas, and opinions in favor of standardized
responses that can often be augmented by tutoring. Lauren’s perceptions of the SAT
as “outdated” and “missing an opportunity” speak to the idea of the SAT as a whole
as a broader systemic problem where the test, if administered well, could actually be
a learning opportunity for students.
In her reflection, she explains that she doesn’t believe that the majority of
tests she has taken “represented [her] writing ability genuinely or accurately,” and of
our sixteen student writers, Lauren was one of two students who connected the SAT
essay as an assessment of writing ability to the decisions being made based on the
test. She finds this connection when discussing the inequalities of the testing system:
“The best potential student is not always the one with the highest number. People
who can afford a quality tutor have an unequal advantage to be accepted to a top
college over those who can’t.” Here Lauren articulates the types of decisions made
from the SAT score; one of these real world results of the test being college
admissions. She concludes by making a case for the detrimental effects of these tests:
“The expectations and pressure to do well are stressful and enormous on our youth.”
In her mind, these looming decisions and the associated “overwhelming stress load”
have the potential to “lead to detrimental consequences to their health.”
Another student to make the connection between the test and these
decisions was Mia, who also identifies the stress that comes with such high stakes
tests: “The fact that colleges look so highly at SAT scores freaks out high school
students, and as it comes down to the time for applying to college and students aren’t
happy with their scores it makes the process that much more stressful.” Mia also
explains to us that there are significant, personal consequences of this testing
experience other than its measure of writing ability.
Conclusion
Unsurprisingly, our students demonstrate a complicated and personal
relationship to the writing assessment. What we see from this preliminary data is
that, for many of our students, written tests like the SAT are decontextualized and
seemingly arbitrary. While they can construct arguments for why the SAT is or is not
a good representation for their own writing, students were less able to discuss how
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the testing experience influenced their writing and how the decisions being made on
behalf of the test were appropriate or not.
The variety of words our students used to describe what the SAT test is
purported to measure—ability, intelligence, readiness, skill, knowledge, potential,
success—show that they are not entirely clear about the assumptions being made on
behalf of the test. And how could they be? When and how is the SAT discussed in
any meaningful way for high school students? Instead, they are left to rely on their
own perceptions of the test, its similarity or dissimilarity to other tests they’ve taken,
and perhaps a good sprinkling of misleading cultural folklore to round out their
understanding of the test. As a result, student views of the test tend to run along
two lines: some focus on elements of the test itself and some focus on the broad
concepts that they believe the test is measuring.
Only two of our students explicitly discussed the decisions being made based
on the test, or in the case of the SAT, the stakes for college admissions and
placement decisions. To most of our students, writing assessments exist in a bubble
where the score and its implication were rarely discussed, but Lauren and Mia
identified that the test is part of a larger process of college admissions, a sorting
process to Lauren. While neither addressed the appropriateness of the SAT in
contributing to these decisions, they did identify a very troubling effect of testing:
overwhelming stress on the student test taker.
Despite not clearly explaining how these tests changed or influenced their
writing and writing process, we do see that the SAT essay has an impact on how
students view writing assessment. None of our students pointed to ways that they
read or write differently based on the test. While Sara identified that there was value
in the five-paragraph format, she did not seem to consider that her writing had been
changed by the five-paragraph essay test training she had encountered. Most of our
students instead challenged the SAT structure and format and demonstrated a
significant distrust of written assessment of writing, something they are still
harboring as first-year college students. This distrust has potential to shape the way
they view writing activities in all of their classes.
So, how do we respond to this type of feedback about standardized testing?
We would argue that this type of feedback from students makes the work of firstyear composition courses more complicated, but also essential for deconstructing
some of the feelings of distrust and the misconceptions about writing assessment
that students develop from their history with standardized testing. Engaging students
in these types of conversations through writing assignments and classroom
discussions that ask students to provide their opinions about testing is a way to begin
to provide students with a voice when it comes to writing assessment. Even students
like Robert, who reported feeling at ease in the testing environment, need to be able
to reflect on their experience with different tests of writing to break down the test
into its elements and identify their own strengths and weaknesses as a writer.
Furthermore, a continued focus on providing students with assignments that clearly
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demonstrate our values will help support students as they move away from the
standardized models. Clearly articulated prompts with criteria for grading, thoughtful
and considerate feedback that demonstrates a close reading of their work, a
negotiated space for process in response to a variety of rhetorical situations (beyond
the five-paragraph essay): these best practices that those in the field have been
advocating for years need to be examined for their role in rebuilding our students
trust and strengthening their understanding of what it means to write confidently
and write well.
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An Accurate Representation of What?:
Student Perceptions of Standardized Writing Assessment
Teaching Artifacts
Teaching Artifacts
Kristen Getchell + Lindsay Illitch
1. Diagnostic Essay Assignment
Welcome to ENG 1280: Writing Workshop I, the first course in a twosequence required writing program to introduce you to the conventions of academic
writing, practice your writing skills, and learn new strategies to improve your writing.
The first step on our journey together is to get a snapshot of your current writing
abilities. Think of it as your “before” picture. At the end of the course, you will write
a similar essay, a snapshot of your writing at the end of the course--your “after”
picture.
For this assignment, read the article by Joanna Weiss from The Boston Globe,
“The man who killed the SAT,” an article that discusses the research focusing on the
SAT Writing test: http://www.bostonglobe.com/opinion/2014/03/13/the-manwho-killed-sat-essay/L9v3dbPXewKq8oAvOUqONM/story.html. Next, write a
summary of the article in one or two paragraphs. Then, respond to the author’s
claims in the article by citing personal opinion, experience, or other evidence. Your
response should be brief (no more than two or three paragraphs). Remember, a
response can be a critique of one or more of the writer’s claims, elaboration of one
or more specific points the writer makes, or a discussion of the way or ways in which
the writer makes and argues his or her point.
As you should with any piece of writing, take time to proofread your essay
carefully. Since I will use it to guide my planning for the class and to personalize
instruction to meet your learning needs, it is important that the diagnostic essay
represents your best efforts.
2. Reflection on Diagnostic Essay
Short reflective writing assignment (250 word minimum, typed)
Was the diagnostic essay a good representation of your writing? Why or why
not? What other kinds of writing tests have you taken? Do you feel these tests were
a good representation of your writing ability?
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you can’t get there from here:
cross-sector collaboration and the
common core state standards
jason depolo + nancy gardner

Teachers, faced with performance-based standardized
testing, are challenged to foster the types of learning
environments conducive to rhetorically conscious,
process-based writing.

You Can’t Get There from Here:
Cross-Sector Collaboration and the Common Core State Standards
Jason DePolo + Nancy S. Gardner

‘‘

Writing is not simply the enacting of a skill; writing is a social act.
The reliance on standardized testing is fueled by economics and
expedience as opposed to sound assessment of student learning and
writing ability.

The Call
In November of 2013, the State of North Carolina began an initiative called
NC Ready for Success that involved collaboration among UNC, community college,
private college/university, and high school faculty with the goal of preparing North
Carolina’s students to be career and college ready. Alignment teams were formed
through an application process, constituting English/Language Arts and
Mathematics professionals from the various sectors K-16. We were selected to serve
on the English/Language Arts alignment team, which consisted of twelve faculty
members, four from each sector (community college, K-12, and UNC). The North
Carolina Ready for Success English Language Arts Alignment team studied the
writing challenges for North Carolina students at the secondary level, the community
college level, and the UNC private college and university level. This group of
representatives from each sector was charged with three main goals. We were to learn
about teaching writing across sectors, we were to create standards-based resources,
and we were to write policy recommendations to support continued collaboration
among our sectors.
The Conversation
We found it advantageous to learn about the teaching of writing in each of
our sectors. Although our terminology and specific skills might have differed in
complexity, we realized we have many common frustrations, challenges, and goals for
our students. We all recognized that teaching writing is hard, that much of the
instruction needs to be individualized, that the grading of writing differs from
teacher to teacher, and that our students aren’t producing quality work. In addition,
we all agreed that audience, purpose, organization, and focus are important. We also
felt the absolute need for students to take their writing through several rounds of
editing/revising in order to continue to hone their skills. Our agreements may seem
par for the course, yet they punctuate what writing instructors know and what many
legislators and testing services ignore.
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After a close examination of the Common Core English Language Arts
writing standards for grades 9-10 and 11-12, we concluded they align with the needs
and demands of college level writing. These expectations include: write to persuade,
write to inform, craft convincing arguments, use reliable evidence, address counter
claims, recognize various perspectives, and make and defend claims. These skills
seem to transition logically into the expectations and demands of the next level of
Higher Education. The question then, in this era of transition to the Common Core,
is what impact does standardized testing have on writing instruction in secondary
schools and, consequently, on the writing proficiency of students in FYW programs
at colleges and universities? As a secondary school ELA teacher and four-year
university WPA (Writing Program Administrator), we hope to offer our dual
perspectives on this question, resulting from our collaborations as part of a statewide initiative.
Standardized Tests
From secondary school writing classrooms to university FYW (First Year
Writing) programs, teachers work with students who consistently struggle as they
attempt to plan, draft, or revise their written compositions. Many of these students’
struggles are unfortunate products of an educational system that debilitates their
critical engagement with writing by the mandate of standardized tests. Tests that
drastically limit the educational opportunities for learning in ELA (English/
Language Arts) classrooms. Tests that narrowly assess the multiple dimensions of
literacy and circumvent the acquisition of necessary, secondary discourses and
literacies students need for college and career readiness. Yet, our students confront
more testing than at any point in American educational history, demonstrating results
that are skewed by non-instructional factors and superficial thinking (Kohn, 2000).
Not only has the argument been made time and time again regarding the inadequacy
and even dangers of standardized testing (see Anson, 2008; Brimi, 2012; Kohn,
2000; Perelman, 2008), the evidence continues to mount against it.
The notion that someone can gauge writing proficiency, or even academic
literacy for that matter, from multiple choice exams is a fallacy. Writing is not simply
the enacting of a skill; writing is a social act. The reliance on standardized testing is
fueled by economics and expedience as opposed to sound assessment of student
learning and writing ability. Very similar to earlier arguments made in support of
remediation, are the overly optimistic views that standardized testing is the singular
solution to what many perceive as America’s most pressing educational problems;
this monocular cure-all is what Mike Rose (1985) referred to as the “myth of
transience” (p. 355).
Because of the emphasis on so many high stakes tests that presumably
measure student growth and teacher effectiveness, it is apparent that our students are
not writing as much throughout their matriculation in our schools. My seniors
struggle with writing, and this problem has grown over the last decade. Since my goal
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is to make them college and career ready, I know the skills of literacy (reading,
writing, speaking, and listening) are essential for their success. I also know, however,
that there is a lack of focus on writing instruction across the board due to the fact
that writing does not appear on any of the standardized tests.
Testing writing through a standardized process is difficult and expensive
because it is a performance based assessment requiring a task and a rubric. The very
nature of the test often produces formulaic writing, if students are required to do
any actual writing at all, and writing processes are never invoked due to the imposed
time limits for completion. There lies the rub of expedience; however, at what cost?
Standardized writing tests force students into what Anson (2008) calls a “closed
discursive system” (p. 116). They are not afforded the opportunity, as with most
college and professional writing, to reflect on the diverse writing contexts and
rhetorical situations necessary. Though standardized tests may seem the most
practical solution to assessing student writing proficiency, they promote what we call
the “learning” model of writing. Over a century of writing research has proven that
students do not learn to write, just as our children do not learn to talk. Writing
ability, like speech, is acquired through a process that is reflexive and requires agency
on the part of the student. This process includes imperatives, such as planning,
drafting, revising, and reflection, all of which standardized testing disallow. It is
logical to conclude then that students need to write in a variety of contexts exploring
multiple subjects and purposes over time to provide the necessary input for
acquisition to take place. The learning model of standardized testing assesses set
skills in a singular, timed situation, which is contrary to the reality of how students
gain writing proficiency.
Initially in North Carolina in the 1990’s, there were three writing tests
administered in fourth, seventh, and tenth grades. These tests were focused on main
ideas, using details and elaboration for support, organization, and coherence. This
rigid, formulaic test forced students to write the five paragraph theme, using the
generic “My first reason is, my second reason is . . .” as well as rewriting the prompt
in the introduction. The conclusion would simply start “In conclusion,” and then
repeat the introduction. Oftentimes, the weaker writers scored higher than the more
advanced writers who had mastered personal voice and style. This contradiction has
played out in a number of studies. For example, Perleman (2008) trained three high
school seniors, who had just taken the SAT writing test, to follow the rigid structure
of the five paragraph essay, including as many details, even if they were inaccurate,
and as many “big” words as possible. Even though the students admitted what they
submitted was badly written, “all three students who followed [Perelman’s formula]
improved their raw scores on the essay section by at least 2 points out of the 12
possible” (p. 128). Many secondary school teachers of writing understand the
importance of moving students beyond the five paragraph essay as well as the need
for them to produce meaningful prose. However, the very nature of the test
undermines these goals, and due to the value stakeholders place on the scores, what
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the test requires becomes the centralized focus of the curriculum (Perleman, 2008, p.
134). This focus erodes quality writing instruction in two ways. First, it forces
teachers to comply with narrow views of what constitutes writing in academic and
professional contexts, and second, it coerces students to believe, despite what their
own writing experiences have been suggesting, that writing is a “one shot deal.” For
both teachers and students, the message about writing is a clear one: the emphasis
should be placed on the creation of a product, not the development of writing
processes (Brimi, 2012, p. 53).
After all of time spent testing to prove a student’s writing ability is ready for
college level work, the opposite occurs. What transfers are the ingrained closed
system approaches to academic writing. Once students matriculate into FYW
programs at colleges and universities, the five-paragraph theme, artificial sense of
audience, unclear direction of purpose, and a-contextualized sense of writing are the
default. Through my own experiences in FYW classrooms and discussions with
writing faculty, lack of rhetorical awareness leads the list of concerns. It is clear that
with standardized testing, ‘we can’t get there from here.’ We have concluded that the
main CCSS (Common Core State Standards) hold great promise in encouraging
teachers and students to engage in a multiple genre approach to writing with the real
intention of preparing students to be college and career ready. In addition, the CCSS
encourage the habits of mind outlined in the Council for Writing Program
Administrators’ Framework for Success in Postsecondary Writing. Our agreement led us to
discuss the CCSS and how they might be introduced in ELA contexts and transfer to
Community College and Four-Year Universities even though we are fully aware of
the elephant in the room – performance-based standardized testing.
The Common Core Writing Standards
The writers of the Common Core State Standards used evidence from
colleges and employers to determine where students fell short after graduating from
high school. They wrote the standards to address those gaps between high school
and the requirements of college/careers. The ELA standards in reading, writing,
speaking/ listening, and language are vertically aligned to ensure a student’s success
in college and/or career upon careful matriculation of grades K-12. More
specifically, the writing standards address key skills students need to be prepared for
college writing. At the high school level, the standards are grouped into 9th-tenth
grades, and then 11th-12th grades with the intention students will produce writing
that transitions to the college level. Below, I briefly describe the typical scenarios of
how the writing components of the CCSS are implemented in my classroom in order
to offer insight as to how they “look” in contextualized, open writing environments
and how they may be problematized by a-contextualized, test-centered instruction.
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Text Types and Purposes (CCSS W.11-12.1, W.11-12.2, W.11-12.3)
Argument
Students write “arguments to support claims in an analysis of substantive
topics or texts” (CCSS, 2010, p. 45). In order for students to do this, they introduce
clear claims/counterclaims, and then use solid evidence and reasoning in their
arguments. The standards ask for formal style and objective tone, polished writing
conventions, varied syntax, logical argument, and strong conclusions. In my classes, I
use these terms (claims, counterclaims, evidence, tone, purpose, and craft) as we read
and explore texts so students begin to recognize these components of writing. I am
forever hopeful these ideas will carry over into their own written products. If reading
an argumentative essay, we look for the claim and evidence, as well as the tone of the
piece. In short writing assignments, I frequently ask students to state a claim or thesis
and support it with two specific examples from the text. Previously, this kind of
intentional teaching of writing through shorter responses might have been ignored,
particularly in classes with more challenged students. I would have assigned more
response writing, focused on personal connections to text rather than claims based
writing.
Informative/Explanatory
Students write informative/explanatory texts to “examine and convey
complex ideas, concepts and information” (CCSS, 2010, p. 45). This means they will
learn to organize ideas logically and purposely, using strong transitions, appropriate
syntax, precise language, polished writing conventions, and strong conclusions.
Again, I emphasize the craft and purpose of works we read, so students will
understand how a specific word or purposeful organization can affect the tone and
overall effect of a work. Making connections between the critical reading process
(careful analysis of text including the “how” and the “why”) and the senior’s own
writing has become more important in my classroom since implementation of the
CCSS. However, if the lower grades have not emphasized as much writing due to
“teaching to the test,” then my seniors often have more basic issues—like writing
thorough and logical paragraphs or using correct punctuation. My students master
the use of textual evidence to support the argumentative writing or the explanatory
essay, but then often struggle with weaving their own voices into the piece.
Narrative
Although the standards also include narrative text at the 11-12th grade level,
this type of writing is not emphasized as much at the secondary level. Students enter
high school having done more narrative writing, so high school teachers tend to
focus more on the argumentative and informational/explanatory. The standards for
narrative writing encourage students to “engage and orient the reader” through a
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variety of appropriate narrative techniques (CCSS, 2010, p. 46). Narrative is
emphasized through journal writing for their Senior Project digital portfolios.
Production and Distribution of Writing (CCSS W.11-12.4, W.11-12.5, W.11-12.6)
The standards clearly support the writing process in an attempt to help
students improve clarity and coherence. Writing should involve “planning, revising,
editing, rewriting, or trying a new approach” (CCSS, 2010, p. 46). Using technology
and the internet, students are able to collaborate and interact with others to produce
and publish writing. High school students tend to plan minimally, write then publish.
I also think teachers are guilty of enabling this short cut approach. For years, I would
take rough drafts of papers home on the weekends, mark the papers, and return
them to students. Their idea of “editing and revising” was simply fixing what I had
marked, so they never really learned to edit and/or revise. In many ELA as well as
postsecondary contexts, writing is conceived of as being a linear process that
students need only step through toward the imitation of an exemplar model. Writing
cannot be product oriented. It does not matter if a student has an exemplar model if
there is no insight into how it “arrives.” Linear models of writing production find
their roots in classical rhetoric’s stages of invention, arrangement, style, delivery, and
memory. However, these stages apply to oral communication, not written. Writing is
a recursive process and “what is impossible in speech is revision . . .” (Sommers, 1980,
p. 379). The CCSS encourage writing as a process, but of course, that takes time
often lacking in a high stakes, test-driven environment.
Research to Build and Present Knowledge (CCSS W.11-12.7, W.11-12.8, W.11-12.9)
Students should be conducting both short and more extensive research
projects to help answer questions or solve problems. The final written product
should include reliable, relevant sources and text-based evidence from literary or
informational texts in order to demonstrate student comprehension. The standards
stress the importance of information literacy, including evaluation of sources and
appropriate citations. My seniors have completed multiple, smaller research-based
projects throughout their high school careers, but often these projects don’t include a
formal piece of writing. The expedience of this type of writing is a product of the
need to pay more attention to inevitability of testing. Our seniors complete research
projects (primarily learning process steps) in the 9th-tenth grades, and then they
write short research papers during their junior year. In order to fully prepare our
students for the demands of college and/or career writing, it is important to have
them develop sustained, process intensive writing assignments. Our school requires a
full research paper during the senior year as a graduation requirement for their Senior
Project, but this is a local requirement rather than a statewide prerequisite. The
requirements of our senior capstone actually align perfectly with many of the
reading, writing, speaking/listening, and language standards of the CCSS. However,
if longitudinal acquisition of writing processes and abilities is to be achieved, writing
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requirements must be vertically consistent throughout a student’s secondary school
matriculation.
Ideally, if writing has been given the true emphasis inherent in the spirit of
the K-tenth grade standards, the seniors in my classroom have had solid preparation
to complete the writing demands of the 11th-12th grade. Unfortunately, due to the
emphasis on standardized testing, it is unclear if this will ever happen.
The foundation for college and career readiness requires students to “learn to
use writing as a way of offering and supporting opinions, demonstrating
understanding of the subjects they are studying, and conveying real and imaginative
experiences and events” (CCSS, 2010, p. 18). However, the work toward these goals
is messy, not a predictable set of stages. The CCSS present process-based goals,
which align with postsecondary writing contexts’ emphasis on writing as a process of
acquisition and social action as opposed to writing as a learned, mechanical skill.
However, it seems that many still adhere to the model that students should “learn
writing as they learned to tie their shoe-laces or to drive a car” (Ong, 1986, p. 23).
Teachers, faced with performance-based standardized testing, are challenged to
foster the types of learning environments conducive to rhetorically conscious,
process-based writing. Nancy Atwell (1998), in her text In the Middle: New
Understandings About Writing, Reading, and Learning, confesses:
I started out as a creationist. The first days of every school year I created,
and for the next thirty-six weeks I maintained the creation: my curriculum . . .
I just wanted to be a great teacher – systematic, purposeful, in control . . . I
didn’t learn in my classroom. I tended to my creation. (p. 3)
Atwell reveals her transformation into an evolutionist, one who allows the classroom
context to organically grow and respond to her students’ needs. Standardized testing
works against these goals and creates dissonance between classroom practice and
measurable outcomes. Legislators and testing services would much rather conceive
of writing as a clear-cut, objective, and answerable skill set, when it is clear, as over a
hundred years of Composition research has demonstrated, writing is open-ended,
subjective, and unanswerable.
Conclusion
The State ELA Alignment Team concluded its conversations by developing
policy recommendations addressed to the Chief Academic Officers of the University
of North Carolina, North Carolina Independent Colleges and Universities, North
Carolina Community Colleges, and North Carolina Public Schools to support
ongoing alignment efforts and conversations. In summary, our recommendations
included the following:
1. Access Technology
2. Support authentic assessments of student work
3. Provide writing centers in high school and community college sectors
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4. Establish and sustain an statewide online writing support network
5. Ensure that teacher education programs include content area writing for
all pre-service teachers
6. Sustain collaboration
These recommendations represent an infrastructure needed to enhance articulation
of writing standards vertically across sectors. ELA educators are in constant battle
with curricular constriction and teacher autonomy, while, it seems, educators in
Higher Education are working toward less autonomy and more curricular
commonality. The effort in both sectors should be toward a commonality with
autonomy. Due to traditional measures, such as standardized testing, there is a vast
disconnect between the Common Core State Standards and assessment in ELA
contexts. Expedience-driven, cost reducing, measures lead to a misconstrued sense
of what constitutes effective writing instruction, to an unrealistic assessment of
CCSS’s goals, and to student writers who are unprepared for postsecondary work. It
is evident that there needs to be a shift away from solely quantitative assessments
toward qualitative-based measures that realize what the Common Core State
Standards’ goals intend.
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writing to and beyond the test:
the writing habitus of the first
standards-based curriculum cohort
rebecca powell

Because habitus is formed by how participants
experience their place in the world, where participants
write influences what they experience, and more
importantly, how they value those experiences.

Writing To and Beyond the Test:
The Writing Habitus of the First Standards-Based Curriculum Cohort
Rebecca Powell

‘‘

To say that the shame and anxiety students report when they are
asked to recall their experiences writing for standardized tests is not
related to writing is to misunderstand the relationships among
writing, context, memory, and affect.

I am driving to Arroyo Valley, a green strip of land flanked by stark
mountains along the Rio Grande, seventy-five miles from the US-Mexico border. I
am to meet with the high school principal to discuss conducting dissertation research
at Arroyo High. Elements of my research roll through my head: high school writing
experiences as resources, voluntary writing, the link between values and writing
success, standards-based curriculums, digital writing. As I turn off the interstate, I
rehearse my pitch, the same pitch I gave at a small city high school not far away:
Twelve years ago, I began teaching high school English, the same year No Child Left
Behind passed, the largest federal reform of education. Arroyo High School twelfth graders
are the first set of students to undergo twelve years of standards-based education. They are
also the first generation to write on their phones. I want to know how they’ve experienced
writing in a standardized education system and digital world. I chose Arroyo High School
as a research site because your students represent a missing demographic in the existing
research.
What else should I say? Something about why writing experiences are important, why
they matter . . . From the vantage point of the bypass bridge, I can see ribbons of
water, the acequias, flowing from the Rio Grande. They’re like water. Their absence and
presence shape values and use.
The pitch worked. I conducted the research, and the flash of insight I had on
the bypass, about the similarities between writing experiences and how water is
managed in the Southwest, became a useful metaphor for conceptualizing writing
experiences as resources. As water circulates through the arroyos of the Southwest
bringing life to crops and sustaining cities in the desert, so does writing, circulating
through communities, homes, and schools, shaping attitudes and values in its wake.
In this article, I report how twelfth graders’ writing experienced writing for
standardized testing and how these experiences did and did not shape their values
and uses of writing.
The standardized testing ritual, now a commonplace in the American
imagination of what school means, presents the familiar picture of high school
students hunching over test booklets or leaning toward screens as they scrawl or type
out short answers and essays on the latest iteration of tests. As they complete their
task, their classmates write beside them, some quickly, some slowly; as they choose
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the perfect word or consider what comes next, they stare out the window, perhaps
considering a prewriting strategy they learned from their English teacher or an
anecdote they learned in history class that might work as an example.
These literacy events and practices, the test, the environment, the writing,
the staring, represent the context of writing on standardized tests. Standardized
testing is the response to assessing national standards, such as the Common Core
State Standards. Writing together but alone, the nature of the current standardized
testing, delivers the message that knowledge performance is an individual act. The
student’s seemingly aimless stare rests on the landscape of a particular place in a
particular time, a place whose community has its own relationship to writing and its
uses. Standards, technology and community represent the student’s location and
shape what counts as writing, how it’s accomplished and how it’s used. In this
familiar picture, global and local forces converge to shape students’ writing lives, a
shaping that matters to conversations about K-16 writing instruction because from
that shaping, students develop durable and transposable writing attitudes and values.
Locations and values influence writing experiences availability and quality,
shaping students’ writing lives. In the writing lives of two sets of high school
students on the US-Mexico border, standardized testing’s impact had a negative or
neutral impact on student writing lives, depending on how their communities and
families valued and used writing. Within school walls, standards-based curriculum
and the resulting standardized testing focuses the types and kinds of writing students
are assigned. For some, this focus extended to their entire writing lives, but for
others, those who experienced writing outside the classroom, this focus was only a
feature of their school writing lives. After twelve years of standards-based education,
my participants, twelfth graders in two locations on the US-Mexico border, a small
city and a rural village, understood standardized testing as a peer performance, a
specialized genre, and a poor container for the possibilities of writing. Although all
participants deemed standardized testing a constricting container for writing,
writing’s possibilities were understood through how writing as a resource and
experience circulated in their homes and communities.
In the following sections, I suggest a frame for thinking about writing
experiences as habitus, outline the study from which the data comes, and analyze
how twelfth graders history of writing for standardized tests does, and does not,
influence their conceptions of writing and its uses. Finally, I end with suggestions of
how K-16 teachers of writing might continue to investigate the writing experiences
of their students in a time of tests, texts and uneven terrains.
Writing as Experience
The relationships between an individual’s writing experiences, the rise in
digital communication and standards-based education predispose individuals toward
certain attitudes about writing. Pierre Bourdieu, a French sociologist, termed the
intersect of experience and attitude “habitus,” defined as “a system of durable,
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transposable dispositions which functions as the generative basis of structured,
objectively unified practices” (Bourdieu xix). Habitus can be understood as “ways of
acting, feeling, thinking and being…how [they] carry [their] history, how [they] bring
this history into [their] present circumstances, and how [they] then make choices to
act in certain ways and then not others” (Maton 53). This idea of habitus, ways of
acting feeling, thinking and being that derive from past experience and present
conditions, usefully conceptualizes students’ writing experiences as products of the
past, present and future: what they have written effects how students approach
present and future writing tasks. Because habitus is formed by how participants
experience their place in the world, where participants write influences what they
experience, and more importantly, how they value those experiences. Moreover,
those values are not formed within a writing vacuum, but derived from the structures
that aid and suppress writing in their homes, communities, and schools. The
“structuring structures” of standards and digital technology impose, and assume,
access and uses of writing, but students construct their own uses of those structures
based on community and family values and predispositions, their habitus (Bourdieu
8).
Thus, students’ writing experiences filter through habitus, a screen of affect
and history, which in the case of writing takes the shape of antecedent genre
knowledge. Antecedent genres, recognizable forms of writing, inform what students
identify as writing and the possibilities they see in writing. What genres students have
already written in affects what genres they voluntarily write in and how they will
approach and value those genres. Drawing on genre theory from Carolyn Miller and
Amy Devitt, I understand genre to be “typified actions, that acquire their meaning
and consequentiality from the situations in which they arise” (Miller 24). Thus,
genres are socially and spatially located, arising from specific contexts, such as
standards-based curriculums. Genres have also been tied to power. A group of
Australian linguists working from Michael Halliday’s systemic functional linguist
theory identifies genres with power, claiming that powerful social groups use certain
genres and “enjoy more power than other groups and their genres” (Lankshear and
Knobel 14). From this premise they argued “that powerful genres and their social
purposes” should be taught explicitly, especially to students from marginalized and/
or non English speaking backgrounds. Composition researchers Anis Bawarshi and
Mary Jo Reiff have also associated genres with power and access (“Transfer”).
Because genres are situated, their power shifts with the context. Within the contexts
of schooling, Australian linguist, J.R. Martin’s Literacy and Education Research
Network (LERN), identified powerful genres as reports (classify and describe a
phenonomenon), expositions (argumentative genres that use evidence), and
narratives (follows characters in a setting through a problem) (Christie 15). Although
this research took place in Australia, these genres also hold power in US standardsbased curriculum, such as the Common Core State Standards. In what follows, I
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consider how these antecedent genres and others shape students’ writing habitus,
their predispositions toward writing.
Antecedent genre knowledge and affect (students’ attitudes, values, emotions)
color how students experience and make meaning of writing tasks. Those
experiences and meaning-making are “mediated by psychosocial and emotional
factors such as students' perceptions of themselves as students, to their motivational
level, and to their beliefs about learning and knowledge-building” (e.g., Schunk;
Harklau 36). Thus, students’ writing successes hinge on a writing habitus: how they
think, believe, act, and feel about writing. Positive feelings and beliefs about writing,
or self-efficacy, have “shown strong positive associations between self belief in
writing and writing scores” (Pajares and Valiante 199; McCarthy et al; Pajares et al).
Attitude and a strong self-concept seem to aid students as they work through the
“difficulties and frustrations that typically accompany the writing process” (Bruning
and Horn; Lee 24). Other studies have associated how one feels about writing with
“with affects such as enjoyment, intense anxiety, or apprehension before or during
writing” (Clark and Dugdale; McCarthy et al 23). The most recent study to echo the
importance of students’ writing attitudes, Jihyun Lee’s “Can Writing Attitudes and
Learning Behavior Overcome Gender Difference in Writing? Evidence from
NAEP,” found students’ attitude toward writing to be a stronger predictor of writing
success than demographics, income, and parents’ education level (Lee 7).
Understanding how writing on standardized tests for twelve years affects habitus
does more than paint a picture of a particular moment and context; it foreshadows
the success and failures of present writing curriculums and pedagogy.
Study Outline
I asked twelfth grade students in two communities near the US-Mexico
border to report their writing experiences, in, outside, and beside school, and how
they valued those experiences. Previous research on the writing experiences of
adolescents separates school and outside of school writing experiences and measured
not what existed, but what should exist. I was interested in how participants’ writing
experiences do, or do not, reflect standards-based curriculum changes and how
participants’ writing experiences do, or do not, reflect the places of their lives, their
homes, the advent of digital writing, and most importantly, their own sense of what
writing should be.
I also sought to take advantage of kairos. The year 2014’s twelfth graders are
the first cohort of students to undergo thirteen years of federally-sanctioned
standards-based education in the forms of the No Child Left Behind Act of 2001 and
the Common Core State Standards.. The mechanisms of accountability, increased
oversight of teachers, and standardized tests have always been a part of their school
writing experiences. In addition, this cohort of students was born digital, in a world
where digital communication has increased the speed and amount of writing.
Knowing what writing experiences these students reported and how they valued
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them can inform curriculum decisions at both secondary and post-secondary levels
and how we conduct teacher preparation, and our understanding of writing amid
school reform’s competing desires to both equalize opportunity and manage
resources.
To explore students’ writing habitus, I asked “What writing experiences do
twelfth graders on the US Mexico border report?” One hundred and seventy-one
research participants were recruited from La Vista and Arroyo Valley high school.
Both sites were near the US-Mexico border, La Vista, located in small city, and
Arroyo High School, located in rural village, Sixty-seven percent of respondents
participated in the research at both sites. At La Vista High School, 67% of
participants identified as Hispanic, 25% as bilingual. At Arroyo Valley High School
88% of participants identified as Hispanic, 63% as bilingual. Participants reported La
Vista’s average parent income ($64,359.00) and parent education levels (72% some
college or more) were significantly higher than reported Arroyo parent income
($41,364.00) and education (53% some high school).
Participants completed a genre inventory because it offered an efficient way
to categorize experience and provided a common language for participants. Genre
categories were developed from the work of Bawarshi, Reiff and Melzer. Participants
were asked to identify for what purposes they wrote each genre (school, personal, or
extracurricular), thereby highlighting the genre’s writing context. Through openended questions, the survey explored values associated with those writing
experiences by asking about what experiences participants enjoyed and what
experiences were successful. By articulating enjoyment and success, participants’
addressed their values surrounding writing, beginning an exploration of habitus. In
focus groups, participants and I explored writing experiences and values in more
detail by addressing what they valued about their writing experience thus far, how
they came to those values and where, and what they remember writing. Interviews
also explored values and their link to place by involving participants as researchers
through photo-elicitation interviews and asking them to select and discuss a writing
artifact that mattered to them.
Through this research, I heard how the first cohort of students to experience twelve
years of standardized education viewed standardized testing and its outcome on their
attitudes and values about writing and learning. As I analyzed my data, I wanted to find a

grand narrative about writing for standardized testing and income disparities, gender,
or race to explain the stories and numbers I had gathered. But, through recursive and
iterative data analysis, grand narratives broke apart. The data held smaller narratives
of place and location, narratives of a habitus formed in particular places that made
the effects of writing for standardized testing more or less important to students’
understanding, appreciation, and uses of writing.
In the following sections, I share stories of how location and experience
contributed to writing habitus that were differently equipped to make meaning out
of writing for standardized testing. Those meanings, standardized testing as a peer
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performance, a genre, an end to writing, worked from and altered existing writing
habitus, making them an important part of understanding how today’s students
approach writing in their personal and academic lives.
Location and Writing Habitus
The where of students lives and the what of their writing experiences combine
to foster certain attitudes and values surrounding writing. These attitudes and values
filtered the effects of writing for standardized tests. Students from La Vista High
School, the small city, reported positive community and family writing experiences
that buffered writing for standardized tests, an experience they deemed as negative,
but not consequential in determining how they felt about writing. Conversely,
students from Arroyo High School, the rural village, reported almost exclusively
school sponsored writing experiences and felt the effects of writing for standardized
testing as negative and defining. How much writing for testing affects students
writing lives depends on their communities’ and families’ relationship to writing and
its uses, in other words their writing habitus. In focus groups at both schools, I
asked, “Can you remember your first piece of writing?” The majority of La Vista
students recalled a piece of writing and the subject of that writing. La Vista students
remembered writing about hot air balloons, wanting to be president, their summer
vacations, and a dog jumping over a fence. They remembered these writings in detail
because their parents had saved them. Some had even recently reread the saved
writings. Very few Arroyo participants could remember their first piece of writing.
Two participants remembered writing a response to the Dr. Seuss story Green Eggs
and Ham, but the writing was not saved by family members. It was a school event.
La Vista students also had writing duties at home.
• Thank You Notes: “I don’t understand my mom and thank you notes. I
had to write a thank you note on top of the letter I already wrote to my
grandpa.”
• Family Newsletters: “We send letters out because our family is so spread
out in Mexico, California. My mom always has me type them and put in
pictures and stuff.”
• Christmas Cards: “My mom freaks out about the Christmas card. We all
write it together. It’s horrible.”
La Vista participants recounted their home writing experiences with chagrin but also
a sense of pride and responsibility. Writing was part of the home experiences for La
Vista focus group participants. Writing was a keepsake and an ongoing
representation of their identity and family.
When I asked Arroyo participants about writing at home, they replied there
was none. No cards, letters, nothing. When pressed, Turquoise offered this beautiful
ritual that underscores the value placed on writing that commemorates and
communicates:
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I had a brother that passed away, and every year either on the day it
happened, or on his birthday, we get balloons, and we write something that
we would like to have told him, or would like him to know, or tell him about
what is happening, and we tie the paper to them and let it go.
Because Arroyo participants valued family they valued writing that supported those
ties. However, they could not recall many writing experiences in the family sphere,
assigning writing to school.
La Vista participants held writing in high regard, perhaps in part because
writing was useful at home and the act of writing was rewarded (keepsakes). Their
home playing field said writing counted. Writing was used in Arroyo participants’
homes when it supported what counted – family.
Those students who resided in a community where writing contests were
held, writing groups were formed, and whose families kept their first piece of
writing, experience testing as a negative, but still held overall positive views of
writing. Those students who resided in a community where writing was primarily
sponsored by the school, rarely by family and community associated their feelings
about standardized testing with writing and therefore held overall negative views of
writing.
Standardized Testing as Peer Performance
Although popular discourses surrounding testing see it as a way to hold
teachers and schools accountable to students, families, and implicitly to economic
stakeholders, participants in my research experienced the test taking as a peer-based
activity. This conception began in elementary school, when participants noted that
they were ashamed to finish last and felt sad for their peers who took a long time to
complete tests. One focus group participant at La Vista High School, Vanessa, said,
“In fifth grade, I was the last one to finish the test. And, I just remember everyone
looking at me, wanting to go to recess, and me still writing. I handed it in and cried.”
Standardized testing as a peer performance continued in high school as
administrators and teachers posted ‘walls of achievement,’ known in other places as
‘data walls,’ featuring student scores on state standardized tests. Walls of achievement
also featured school composite scores from neighboring school districts, ranking not
only students but the entire school. Being slow to finish and then ranked in front of
their peers bothered students. Many students who were successful on standardized
tests also expressed discomfort with school customs surrounding testing. At La Vista
High and Arroyo High School students were required to pass an end of course exam
in core subjects (math, English, science) in order to graduate. Students were allowed
to take the test multiple times. Because the exam had to be proctored and follow
state mandated security procedures, the times for the test fluctuated. The school
secretaries would call the names of students who had not yet passed the exam over
the school loud speaker and ask them to report to the testing location. Although the
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secretaries never said why students were to report, students knew the reason for the
announcement: those who were called had the failed the test. Students in focus
groups at both schools, students who had passed the exams on the first try, hated the
announcements and what they saw as shaming: “It’s awful. Like I just don’t even
know what to do with my eyes. We have to be quiet during all announcements and so
we have to listen. I always want to start singing ‘La, la, la, la.’ I don’t want to know
who passed or failed. It’s not my business.” This student wanted more for his school,
for it be more than a place that shamed people, more than a recorder of tests.
Standardized testing, and by extension the writing through which they were tested,
produced shame in front of peers, and for these students, was another peer
performance, where identity, failure and success, were at stake.
While some may argue that the above examples indicate poor planning and
management and have little to do with actual writing on standardized tests, affect,
how one feels about writing and the context in which writing happens, significantly
influence how students respond to writing and if they transfer what they have
learned about writing from one context to another (Lee, Jarrett et al, Driscoll). To say
that the shame and anxiety students report when they are asked to recall their
experiences writing for standardized tests is not related to writing is to
misunderstand the relationships among writing, context, memory, and affect. As
stated earlier in this piece, writing does not happen in a vacuum, but in contexts and
locations that carry their own histories, purposes, and relationships to writing,
histories, purposes, and relationships that influence engagements with present and
future writing tasks.
The Genres of Standards-Based Curriculums

Standardized testing encourages writing in genres specific to the testing
context and limits genre exposure outside of the testing context. The prevalence of
short answer questions on standardized tests has led to mnemonics like RACE
(restate, answer, cite and explain), a formula for answering short answer questions.
On the open-ended questions of the survey, I asked students what genres they wrote
in the most. Arroyo High School students replied, “RACE.” The taking of and the
preparation for standardized tests was so ubiquitous that Arroyo High School
students identified a formula as the genre they write the most.
Standards-based curriculums focus on argumentative and informative genres
had also focused students’ school writing experiences. Because schools in New
Mexico are graded on an A-F scale based partly on students’ performance on
standardized test, the genres featured on those tests, informative and argumentative
genres, are also featured prominently in the curriculum and in students’ writing lives.
For example, out of the 40 possible genre experiences on the survey, on average La
Vista High School students reported 29 and Arroyo High School students 21. When
asked what genres they wrote in the most, La Vista High School participants claimed
school-based genres (essays and lecture and reading notes), personal genres (journals,
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diaries, test messages, instant messages and personal letters), and creative genres
(poems, song lyrics, fiction). Arroyo High School students reported writing in
school-based and personal genres the most. However, they associated the personal
genres with school-based assignments. Of the school-based genres, La Vista High
School participants reported the following genres the most:
Genre

Percentage

Five Paragraph Essay

94%

Book Report

93%

Summary

90%

Table 1. La Vista Most Common Genres

This assortment of school-based genres suggest that the majority of participants
write to demonstrate knowledge acquisition, informative writing. Arroyo High
School students reported a different mix of school-based genres.
Genre

Percentage

Five Paragraph Essay

86%

Argument Essay

86%

Table 2. Arroyo Most Common Genres

The majority of Arroyo participants reported writing in both informative and
argumentative genres. Both schools reported the least written in school genre as
personal narrative. Participants were asked to report their writing experiences
throughout their school careers. Standards-based curriculums and tests proclaim they
make students “college and career ready”; yet, at a time when new genres, digital and
print, are proliferating, students’ school writing experiences focus on a narrow
continuum of genres.
In response to standards-based curriculums and standardized testing,
teachers and textbook publishing companies spawned RACE, a formula recognized
as a genre by Arroyo High School students. Students at both schools wrote
informative genres and to a lesser extent argumentative. These genres, or writing
experiences, arose from the current context of American education, however, how
those experiences were understood depended on what they understood writing to be
as discussed in the next section.
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Resulting Attitudes and Implications
Participants saw more possibilities in writing in general than they associated
with writing in school. Participants felt the majority of writing they were being asked
to do in school was driven by preparation for tests. At Arroyo, school writing was
associated with testing as shared by Turquoise:
Turquoise: We got tested. Juniors get tested. And you have to write essays for
those. Yes. And they made like ACE. So you answer, cite and explain.
Actually, it never helped me at all. Laugh.
Me: How come you say it doesn’t help.
Turquoise: Because they like I don’t know. I think it’s like the whole formula
everyone writes different and they want us to write all kind of like the same.
You feel like you’re being forced into a box.
Participants were taught to use certain forms for writing, but they saw their own
writing as exceeding that form and being different. Yet, they also worried about that
difference. In response to what bothered her about writing for standardized tests,
Marie at Arroyo responded:
It’s the different ways to answer, especially when it comes to writing ‘cause
you can never be sure and there’s so many ways to be right other than like in
math you can go through this whole process and get one answer either right
or wrong [. . .] So you can say something and be totally right about and then
another person could say something different and they’ll right about it as well
even though your answers are completely different. So when it comes to that
[writing] I don’t know like whether I’m right or wrong because of diversity.
In a context like standardized testing, right answers are prized, but participants felt
like the very nature of writing excluded it from the standardized testing context.
Focus group participants in Arroyo claimed standardized tests had ruined writing for
them:
Tori: I just don’t like writing anymore. It’s so bad.
Me: Writing anymore at all? Or writing anymore for standardized tests?
Tori: Yeah, That situation and like anymore at all.
Me: You are done.
Tori: Yeah, I just don’t want to.
Participants expressed frustration with testing beyond the typical
standardized tests. They expressed frustration at the idea of writing or learning for
any test. In some ways, they wanted learning to be for the joy of it, for the gaining of
knowledge. An interview participant at La Vista High School, Aria, refused to take
the twelfth grade AP test because she was frustrated with her AP experience and
how writing and reading were treated:
Those classes have been taught for the AP Test. I am not actually reading or
writing. To learn or keep it in my mind, or explore, or even to understand
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anything. I am reading to pass a test. I am reading to write so I can pass a
test. I’m writing to fit into a certain mold that will pass that test.
Aria had decided to take composition at her chosen university. She wanted to see
“what writing was all about.”
Writing Beyond the Test

As I gathered and analyzed this data, the numbers upset me: they told a story
of limited writing experience and negative attitudes towards writing for Arroyo High
School participants. However, in the transcripts of focus groups and interviews, in
some students, I saw the same resistance at both schools, the same claim that writing
was more, that its potential exceeded the test. Despite a writing habitus that told
them not to expect much from school writing experiences, that writing was used to
judge and sort, some articulated hopes for writing beyond receiving a score: “I’d like
to start like a blog, someday. Just a place to record what I think and feel. A record of
me, kinda.” La Vista students had experienced writing for their own, family, and
community purposes. They did not love writing for standardized tests but were more
likely to classify it as anomaly, an unfortunate requirement, but not determinative of
their writing attitudes. They knew writing existed beyond the test.
As the debates about standardized-testing and standards-based curriculums
rage on, we, teachers at the secondary and post-secondary level, are creating writing
experiences within our classrooms that shape how students think, believe, act, and
feel about writing. We need to continue to be careful in that work, to both prepare
our students and encourage them to see the possibilities of writing beyond the test.
However, my data suggest we also need to think beyond our classrooms, to the
homes and communities of our students and how to create meaningful and authentic
writing experiences in those places. I am not suggesting homework, but community
partnerships with civic organizations, institutions, and families that can sponsor
writing experiences, such as oral histories, community research proposals, and familybased writing workshops. In these partnerships, we move writing from the confines
of the “box” to serving purposed beyond the classroom, beyond the test. Below, I
give an adaptation of the focus group topic script for this research project that
students and teachers might use to find out more about the writing experiences and
habitus of their peers, families and colleagues.

><
Note
All participant names and location names are pseudonyms.
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Writing To and Beyond the Test: The Writing Habitus of the
First Standards-Based Curriculum Cohort
Teaching Artifact
Rebecca Powell
1. Writing in the Home
a. What’s the first piece of writing you remember?
b. How was writing used in your home?
c. Do you have any memories of watching your parents or siblings write?
2. Writing in School
a. What are you earliest memories of writing in school?
b. What kinds of writing did/have you done in school?
c. Do you have any memories of writing for tests?
d. What role has technology played in your writing experiences?
3. Extracurricular Writing and Reading
a. Did you write for organizations or activities (writing contests, pen pals, debate,
FFA, DECA, etc.)?

4. Self-Initiated Writing
a. For what reasons or occasions did you write as a child, a pre-teen, a teen,
and/or an adult?
b. What kinds of genres (diary entries, text messages, stories, blogs, letters,
zines, fanfiction, etc.) did you write of your own volition?
c. When you wrote on your own, who was your audience? What was the
purpose of that writing?
5. Values
a. What kinds of writing were important to you?
b. Why do you write and under what circumstances?
c. What writing do you enjoy or dislike?
d. What are the consequences of writing and not writing in different
settings?
6. Community
a. Who do remember that encouraged/discouraged your writing?
b. What events in your community required writing or sparked writing?
c. What ,memories do you have of places where writing occurred?
Adapted from Literacy in American Lives by Deborah Brandt, 2001.
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why we should talk about “alignment”
with writing students
colin charlton + andrew hollinger

“Alignment" seems to be an institutional way of saying
"we're on the same page," and being on the same page
is about being able to share a vision.

Why We Should Talk about “Alignment” with Writing Students
Colin Charlton + Andrew Hollinger

‘‘

How embarrassing–a house full of condiments and no food.
–Tyler Durden, Fight Club (David Fincher, 1999)

With projects like crosspol and and our continuing work on designing college
transitions curricula, we’ve supported necessary and meaningful conversations
among writing teachers in ISDs and IHEs who may not be flooded with
opportunities to cross-talk. While that instructor-level communication is one place
we can build more institutional and pedagogical bridges, we also want to take some
time at the end of this issue to talk about what we talk about with students.
In any contexts surrounding the move from high school to college, whether
we’re talking about the rhetoric and rhetorical contexts of writing, reading, and/or
assessment, we’d like to pose a question and suggest a metacognitive move for all of
us.
• Question: What if we owned the word “alignment” with our students?
• Metacognitive Move: Let’s start publicly rearticulating the concepts that we
want to align and bridge courses, grades, and institutions.
This articulation of alignment is, of course, alive and well in state legislative
educational policies, in MOUs, in regional partnerships, and in a host of course
guidelines and documents that delineate essential skills, standards, and benchmarks.
The articulation also circulates in rich disciplinary documents like the collaboratively
generated Framework for Success in Post-Secondary Writing and the CCCC
Statement on Preparing Teachers of College Writing. We’re interested, at the
moment, in a different type of articulation. Our experiences in Texas collectively
serve as a single example to explain why, but it’s a useful one because of the state’s
size, its different regional centers, and the challenges it consistently faces in
negotiating curricular cohesion. While being writing teachers and working on this
issue of crosspol for the last year and a half, we have been separately or jointly
involved in multiple sites of alignment discussions:
• degree alignment negotiations with a community college
• teacher certification negotiations with a college of education
• vertical alignment discussions on college preparation with IHEs and
ISDs
• test preparation curriculum development with an ISD
• cross-regional college preparation curriculum development
• biomedical core curriculum development
• first year writing student learning outcomes review and development
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a writing teacher exchange program teaming high school, college, and
graduate student writing teachers
• portfolio calibration and assessment between ISDs and IHEs
• state level gap analysis and revision of K-12 essential knowledge and
skills
• state level study of developmental education ESOL programs
• professional development workshops on reading, inquiry, writing,
feedback, assessment, class management, etc.
Through these activities, we’re assembling a living picture of writing and
education, one that recognizes but doesn’t hinge upon any one crisis, law, or scope
and sequence table. We’ve talked to a lot of teachers as they move through systems
of curricula and employment, and we’ve seen a fair amount of student writing. But,
to be fair, when it comes to discussions of alignment, we’ve spent a great deal more
time with student learning outcomes than with students who are learning outcomes.
In a teacher-learner system, the teachers are, of course, driving the language of
sequenced learning. But we should take a moment, take several moments as our
contributors to this issue have demonstrated, to let the students reflect and write and
speak about how they experience the results of all these alignment activities. Sure, we
can name what we know, and that is a necessary step forward. The next step–as we
think about the consequences of habitus and typified actions, of cross-sector
collaborations, of writing together across sites, of Tori who thinks she’s just done–
could be to continue that conversation with Tori in terms of alignment. Doesn’t
sound very sexy or engaging or discursively aware, we know. But as the two of us
move through a variety of professional development scenes and begin to distinguish
the strategies that have impact from the strategies that simply take up time for our
teacher-colleagues in writing, we’re seeing a pattern. Many of us can talk about the
roles of audience and purpose and form in helping students make informed
rhetorical choices, but our students and teachers don’t always know how to map out
the journey. We are suffering the assumption of application–there’s an insight to
clothespin and consider for a bit of time as it hangs there at the conclusion of this
issue.
We should also probably take a moment to think about why we have such
strong reactions to standardized testing and how we live with that relationship
alongside our desire for actionable data. The standardized test itself is only pencil
and paper or perhaps a computer program. The test is inert. It doesn’t (itself) harm
our students or jeopardize our teaching evaluations. It is an instrument ready for
investment. In fact, our lives are filled with standardized tests that we uphold as
rigorous and even ethically necessary: drivers licenses, healthcare certifications, food
and drug safety rankings . . . . Perhaps it’s not the test we hate. Good assessment is a
best practice and a part of how we learn and teach.
An observation: we have become ravenous for data. (Why this is could fill a
whole other issue.) We seek data because we think (maybe rightly or maybe wrongly)
that quantifying every aspect of the learning process will allow us to better
•
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understand how students learn and teachers teach, which might lead us to develop
better students and teachers. What we sometimes lose sight of in the mix of already
established data farming strategies and pathways is that data is an interpreted
measurement–it is not an achievement in itself. The drive to hit district, state, and
federal benchmarks (97% of students must be proficient!) has driven those same
entities to manipulate scores, evaluations, and even change what counts as “passing”
on the test. Even worse, the drive for data has affected the hierarchy of
responsibility. Data as a moment and an impetus for reflection is a concept in
circulation, but not one that enjoys everyday status. So we handle high stakes testing
by putting immense pressure on the student and teacher, expelling and firing (or
otherwise hiding) those who don’t perform well. Shouldn’t something that is used to
measure help us identify those areas we need help with instead of forcing us to hide
our weaknesses?
And that’s what we actually hate. The way we treat high stakes testing is
turning us into a data-at-any-cost profession even while so many voices argue against
such perspectives and pathways. We say “data driven” like it is how we will win the
battle against education. (What is that battle against or for anyway?) But just like the
test, data is inert until activated by context. The solution is to reframe: we should be
purpose driven, data informed. That is a much more fulfilling conversation to have,
and we can have it with teachers and students.
“Alignment” seems to be an institutional way of saying “we’re on the same
page,” and being on the same page is about being able to share a vision. If we are to
own alignment, one thing we might do is develop a shared vision between all
stakeholders, but in particular we can focus on the teacher-student relationship. This
doesn’t mean that we necessarily have to share the exact same goals or objectives
because those are simply ways that vision is manifested. It does mean that we can
test ourselves and our systems of assessment by publicly listening to and writing with
our students, whether that’s a college writing program livestream with teachers and
students or a high school workshop on college transitions led by students or a
conversation about reflection between a student and teacher–about the past, the
present, and the next.
As we bring more student voices, experiences, and research into crosspol and
elsewhere, we will definitely be challenging students and teachers to talk through the
transitions as much as the courses, to make alignment an everyday consideration
more than an systemic imposition and to make feedback something we foster among
teachers and administrators as well as students. We will take Glenn and Rich’s cue to
revisit Drakulich’s 1978 questionnaire to consider the instruments, the scaffolding,
and the subsequence movement of our assessment-tied ideas and acts. Building a
new conversation out of alignment is one way to shift our perspectives as writers,
students, and teachers, and we could all use some new plateaus from which the
typified can be questioned, dislocated, remixed, and even ingeniously re-engaged.
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Art for crosspol 2.1
This issue’s art is a series of re-purposed digital pieces by crosspol’s editors. Colin
combined his and Andrew’s original pieces from crosspol 1.1 with new layered images
assembled from scaffolded fields, graffitied desks, and various testing instruments in
their production phases.
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call for crosspol 3.1

language differences within & across borders
Accepting Submissions Through January 12, 2017

Guest Editors

Alyssa Cavazos (alyssa.cavazos@utrgv.edu)
Randall Monty (randall.monty@utrgv.edu)
Most often, borders are thought of as spaces of division that, according to
Gloria Anzaldúa, “distinguish us from them.” However, borders also create their
own spaces, as “two worlds merging to form a third country — a border culture
[where] duality is transcended.” The presence of multiple languages and dialects in
border contexts and the language experiences of linguistically diverse writers
provides teachers and students with opportunities and challenges as they engage
writing in personal, social, educational, professional, and community situations where
audience, purpose, and language vary.
Thinking about the transitions between educational levels through the lenses
of border theories affords stakeholders with a litany of possible interpretations and
epistemologies. However, like discussions of political borders, understanding the
threshold of secondary and postsecondary education can prove difficult and
problematic. For instance, longitudinal tracking of student progress, particularly in
writing, can be theoretically and logistically complex.
Where writing and the teaching of writing take place can be significant, too.
For instance, students taking first-year college composition as part of a high school
dual enrollment class, and students taking the same course via concurrent summer
enrollment at a nearby university, and students taking that class during the first year
as college freshman are each receiving markedly different learning experiences in
different environments, yet as far as most institutions (and many states) are
concerned, they are considered functionally equal. How do we as teachers, theorists,
programs, and institutions reconcile the complexity and ambiguity of these
arrangements? There are no easy answers to this question.
For our next themed issue, coming out Fall 2017, we want to:
• Draw attention to the theoretical, pedagogical, and practical work that
educators are doing with and for trans- and multilingual writers.

• Theorize the types of borders that exist between and among elementary,
secondary, and postsecondary institutions, with a particular emphasis on
identifying and understanding these new sites for epistemological work.
• Consider how physical spaces inform, advance, and inhibit different types
of writing work and learning.
Potential submitters are invited to consider questions like, but not limited to: What
are the different “borders” that exist in our educational spaces? How do we navigate
through these borders? How do we navigate through writing situations within
educational borders based on grade level and how do we navigate through diverse
writing situations across borders? How do we reconcile perceived, real, imagined
borders? How are writing and the teaching of writing influenced by institutional
space?
We are looking, in this special issue, for projects that investigate and reflect
on the ways in which we work with linguistically diverse writers across borders and in
diverse educational and community contexts. Other implications we’re interested in
hearing about include the way teachers prepare for and enact instruction with
different types of student groups. Some interesting questions to address might be,
but certainly aren’t limited to, the following:
• How should we (re)define what is “effective” writing in order to respond to
the language and writing realities surrounding our students’ daily lives
within and outside the academic context?
• How do students’ experiences with language difference shape their
attitudes toward writing? How do their experiences with multiple languages
and/or dialects affect their lives both in and beyond their formal
educational experiences?
• How do translingual/multilingual writers and/or second language writers
navigate diverse writing contexts? What strategies do they use to negotiate
writing and language expectations in personal, professional, and/or social
writing situations?
• How can classroom pedagogies (e.g., readings, assignments, activities, etc.)
help students negotiate and navigate as they write across borders?
(linguistic, academic, professional, social?)
• How does language difference (shape, impact, improve, undermine, limit)
students’ minds, lives, and ability to write?
We hope this call will generate many submissions and potentials for
conversations. We are interested in publishing work by high school English or writing
teachers; college writing teachers; student writers; and collaborations among these
groups. Additionally, we are interested in incorporating student voices in innovative
and compelling ways. Anyone interested in writing a collaborative piece but unable to
find a partner should email us at crosspol.ed@gmail.com, and we will try to facilitate
a collaboration.
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Submissions in the form of traditional academic journal articles are
welcomed, of course, but we also invite proposals that take the themes of “border”
and “mapping” more literally to produce visual, digital, and interactive artifacts. We
will accept project submissions for this themed issue through January 12, 2017, and
we will respond to submissions by February 9, 2017. If we request revisions, we’ll
need you to resubmit by April 6, 2017.
crosspol: a journal of transitions for high school + college writing teachers is a peerreviewed online journal that welcomes both traditional and multimodal projects. You
can find more details on the journal, including submission guidelines at
www.crosspol-journal.com. Please direct any questions to Alyssa and Monty at
crosspol.ed@gmail.com.
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